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ZLModel and D_Algebra:
A D ata M odel and A lgebra for Office D ocum ents
by
Fortune Solani M hlanga
This dissertation presents a data model (called X>_model) and an algebra (called 
£>_algebra) for office documents. The da ta  model adopts a very natural view of 
modeling office documents. Documents are grouped into classes; each class is char­
acterized by a “frame tem plate” , which describes the properties (or attributes) for 
the class of documents. A frame tem plate is instantiated by providing it with values 
to  form a “frame instance” which becomes the synopsis of the document of the class 
associated w ith the frame template. Different frame instances can be grouped into 
a  folder. Therefore, a folder is a set of frame instances which need not be over the 
same frame tem plate.
The D_model is a dual model which describes documents using two hierar­
chies: a document type hierarchy which depicts the structural organization of the 
documents and a folder organization, which represents the user’s real-world docu­
ment filing system. The document type hierarchy exploits structural commonalities 
between frame templates. Such a hierarchy helps classify various documents. The 
folder organization mimics the user’s real-world document filing system and provides 
the user with an intuitively clear view of the filing system. This facilitates document 
retrieval activities.
The D^algebra includes a  family of operators which together comprise the 
fundam ental query language for the P_model. The algebra provides operators tha t 
can be applied to folders which contain frame instances of different types. It has 
more expressive power than  the relational algebra. It extends the classical relational 
algebra by associating a ttribu tes w ith types, and supporting a ttribu te  inheritance. 
Aggregate operators which can be applied to different frame instances in a  folder are 
also provided. The proposed algebra is used as a sound basis to express the semantics 
of a  high level query language for a  document processing system, called TEXPROS.
In the model, frame instances can represent incomplete information. Null 
values of the form value at present unknown are used to denote missing information 
in some fields of the incomplete frame instances. This dissertation provides a  proof- 
theoretic characterization of the data  model and defines the semantics of the null 
values within the proof-theoretic paradigm.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Office Information Systems (OISs) is to  support office workers in 
their management of information, and to  assist them  in their daily work [41]. Often, 
information circulated in offices is kept in documents. Some documents have rigid 
structures, such as forms [92]; some are text-oriented, such as letters, memos, reports 
and electronic mails. The documents may also contain graphics, images, audio and 
video data  [93]. Graphics and image data  include line graphs and b it maps. Such 
data  can be stored on magnetic disk. Audio and video da ta  are unform atted data 
and need to be converted into text values [32]. In order to provide greater flexibility, 
OISs must provide capabilities of editing, form atting, filing, retrieving and processing 
them  [16, 103], and functions of translating audio, image and tex t d a ta  into a  common 
internal representation for processing and storage [32].
1.1 TEXPROS
TEXPROS (TEX t PROcessing System) [103] is a personal, customizable system for 
processing office documents. The system has functional capabilities of autom ating (or 
semi-automating) common office activities such as document classification, extraction, 
filing and retrieval. To accomplish these goals, the system includes the following 
components:
1
2•  A state-of-the-art data  model capable of capturing the behavior of the various 
office activities.
e Extracting the synopsis or the most significant information from a document 
(such information is often sufficient to  satisfy the  user’s needs when information 
retrieval occurs).
o A knowledge-based, customizable document classification handler th a t exploits 
both spatial and textual analysis to  identify the type of a document.
• An agent-based architecture supporting document filing and file reorganization.
•  A retrieval architecture th a t can handle incomplete and vague queries.
® A hypertext architecture tha t can provide good information management sup­
port for office documents.
This dissertation presents a  data  model for TEXPROS and a  practically useful alge­
braic language for the retrieval and manipulation of TEXPROS objects.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: C hapter 2 presents the 
motivation of the dissertation and contains a survey of research which is related to
this work. Chapters 3 through 8 present the research work. Chapter 3 describes an 
informal view of the d a ta  model. The chapter first introduces relevant terminology for 
TEXPROS tha t is related to this dissertation and provides a  comprehensive example 
th a t will be elaborated upon throughout the rest of the work. It then proceeds to 
informally describe the scenario of the fundam ental elements th a t underlie the formal 
treatm ent of the data  model. Chapter 4 presents the formalism of the d a ta  model. 
This formal framework of the data  model will be used throughout the dissertation. 
Chapter 5 informally introduces the operations of the P^algebra based on some ex­
amples. Chapter 6 formally describes the syntax and semantics of various operators 
supported by the algebraic language for the da ta  model. The question of the expres­
sive power of the algebra relative to its operation on the objects of the da ta  model 
is addressed in chapter 7. It is dem onstrated th a t a subset of the £>-algebra is more 
expressive than the relational algebra. Chapter 8 defines the semantics of null values 
w ithin the proof-theoretic paradigm of the XLmodel. Finally, chapter 9 summarizes 
the dissertation and gives a  brief discussion on some prospective and ongoing research 
topics tha t are based on the work described in this dissertation.
C H A PT E R  2 
M OTIVATION A N D  RELATED W ORK
M otivated by an activity in the area of document modeling, we present a data model 
and an algebraic language for a  Text Processing System (TEXPROS) [101, 102, 103] 
for processing office documents. The data  model presented adopts a very natural 
view of modeling office documents by closely resembling the real-world document 
filing system perceived by the user.
2.1 D ata M odeling for Office D ocum ents
D ata modeling for docum ent management systems has gained quite a b it of attention. 
Horak [49], Croft and Stemple [23] represent the structures of documents based on the 
Office Document Architecture (ODA). ODA is part of the standards for document in­
terchange developed by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) and the 
European Com puter Manufacturers Association (ECMA). It distinguishes between 
the logical and layout structures of a  document. The logical and layout structures 
are made up of hierarchies of logical objects and layout objects respectively. The log­
ical and layout objects are classified according to their type which is the document 
class. The logical structure associates the content of the document w ith a  hierarchy 
of logical objects. Examples of logical objects are summaries, titles, sections, para­
graphs, figures, tables, and so forth. The layout structure associates the same content 
with a hierarchy of layout objects. Examples of layout objects are pages, columns,
4
and footnote areas. ODA requires th a t each document has a  logical structure and a 
layout structure, together with a set of logical-layout, logical-logical and layout-layout 
relationships. A simplified ODA document structure and a  type hierarchy of ODA 
objects are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 respectively (Figures 1 and 2 are excerpts 
from [23]). There is a distinction between composite and basic logical object types. 
Composite logical objects comprise other composite logical objects or basic logical 
objects. Basic logical objects are associated w ith content portions which contain the 
contents of a document. Included in the layout object types are page set, composite 
page, basic page, frame, and block.
DOCUMENT DOCUMENT
CompositeLogicalObject
BasicLogicalObject
ContentPortion
PageSet
i
i
CompositePage
i
i
Frame
i
i
Block
i
i
ContentPortion
Figure 1: Simplified ODA document structure
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/  \
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/  I \ /  \ TYPES
/  i v /  \
/  i '  /  '
/  i \ * \
'  \ '  \
Paragraph Date -A- Body -A- ] OBJECT
CLASSES
Figure 2: A type hierarchy of ODA objects
Bertino, Rabitti and Gibbs [9] extend1 the ODA standard by including a con­
ceptual structure, which allows to specify a  document in term s of its conceptual 
component types. A conceptual component type is defined by a  set of attributes. It 
represents a portion of a document used for some specific purpose (e.g., the sender 
of a memo). Figure 3 shows an example of conceptual structures of document types 
Generic_Letter and Business_Product_Letter (Figure 3 is an excerpt from [9]). In 
the figure, the attributes inside the box represent the GenericJLetter document type
JThis extension is also referred to as the conceptual data model [77].
7and those outside the box are included to specify the representation of the Busi- 
ness_Product_Letter document type. The authors argue th a t component types2 are 
more meaningful to the user than the logical and layout components in terms of 
retrieval where < a ttrib u te , value> pairs can be used in specifying queries. This en­
ables the model to support a  well-defined query language and techniques for query 
processing. Bertino e t al. describe a distributed office system called MULTOS (MUL- 
Tim edia Office Server) based on this ODA extension. (MULTOS is also described in 
[77].) Utilization of conceptual component types allows for the exploitation of the ag­
gregation relationship abstraction [90]. For example, in Figure 3, the component type 
Sender can be considered as an aggregation of conceptual component types Name and 
A ddress. A distinction of a concept of typing [9] is made between a strong component 
type and a  weak component type. A strong component type completely3 specifies the 
structure of its instances (e.g., in the relational model [19, 24, 96], a relation schema 
completely defines the structure of its instances (or tuples)). Thus, the component 
types are not divisible any further. MULTOS introduces the concept of a weak type 
to the conceptual data  model. A weak type only partially4 specifies the structure of 
its instances; i.e., the instances can have more complicated attributes. We are thus 
able to define document types at different levels of detail.
2The terms conceptual component type and component type are used interchangeably here.
3Completely in the sense that all component types are not considered as aggregations of other 
component types.
4Partially in the sense that component types can be aggregations of other component types.
8Document
Place Date Receiver Sender ( Letter_Body
Address Addressame ame
Street City Country Street City Country
Company_Logo
m^a^ e Product Presentation
Signature
Product_Description 
Text
Figure 3: Example of conceptual structures of document types Generic_Letter and 
Business_Product_Letter
The document types shown in Figure 3 are defined at different levels (see the 
a ttrib u te  Sender for example). This allows the use of path notation [82] in referencing 
a  conceptual component type in a document. For example, to reference only the 
C ity  component type of a sender (cf. Figure 3), the path name would be of the form 
S e n d e r . A d d ress . C ity .
9Lutz et al. [65] develop a document classification system, called MAFIA (MAil- 
Fllter-A gent), based on MULTOS. The MAFIA provides an autom atic document 
classification system which utilizes the conceptual data  model. The basic modeling 
principles discussed are those of aggregation [90], typing [9], and generalization [90]. 
The representation of documents is described through the aggregation of conceptual 
component types.5 Documents are defined at different levels of detail using the con­
cept of typing called the weak type [9]. (Figure 3 illustrates the concept of the weak 
type. Note th a t the two document types G enericJetter and Business_Product_Letter 
are defined a t different levels of detail.) MAFIA, however, is a system only sanctioned 
for electronic mail.
Hoepner [48] extends ODA to  support m ultim edia documents by integrating 
synchronization properties and tem poral relationships into it. The presentation of 
multim edia documents is considered to be a set of actions tem porarily related to each 
other, and which are executed in a special intended sequence defined by the user. 
This scheduling is called synchronization of actions.
Woelk, Kim and Luther [105] present an object-oriented approach to  describing 
m ultim edia documents. The basic object-oriented aspects th a t are required in the 
standard object-oriented paradigm are the notions of instantiation and generalization. 
Woelk et al. extend these two notions by augmenting the notions of aggregation and 
relationships to capture the data  modeling requirements of multimedia applications.
5Recall that a conceptual component type is defined in terms of attributes in MULTOS.
Information in a document is considered, in the first place, to form an aggregation 
(part-of) hierarchy of component node types. A component node, in addition to its 
place in the aggregation hierarchy, is also considered to be a  part of a generalization 
hierarchy. A generalization hierarchy, in term s of subtyping, defines a  component 
node N as a subtype of a  component node M such tha t M can reuse the attributes 
defined for N; M becomes a specialization of N. In addition, each of M and N can 
be an aggregation of component node types. The component node types can result 
into a dag structure since any node can have a  relationship with any other node in 
the aggregation hierarchy and generalization hierarchy. The paper [105] elaborates on 
augmenting these basic da ta  modeling requirements by utilizing the concept of a token 
object which provides a single mechanism for representing diverse types of data  and 
relationships among these diverse types of data. However, augmenting the  notions 
of instantiation, generalization, and aggregation into one same concept of a token 
object increases the complexity of property inheritance and constraints management 
[105]. Property inheritance and constraints m anagement is more complex in this 
system than  in conventional object-oriented systems since the data  model discussed 
here supports the notions of instantiation, generalization, and aggregation.
Christodoulakis et al. [17] represent m ultim edia documents using two struc­
tures: a logical structure representing the logical components of the documents such 
as titles, sections, paragraphs and so forth, and a physical structure specifying the 
components of the layout presentation of the documents on an ou tpu t device such
11
as the screen of a workstation. A mapping from the logical to  the physical structure 
of a document is provided to specify which components of the logical structure are 
mapped onto which components of the physical structure. The argument given for 
separating the logical structure from the physical structure is tha t the same logical 
structure shared by two different documents can be presented through different m ap­
pings. The authors implement this technique of describing multim edia documents 
into the MINOS multimedia information system.
Our work differs from the above approaches in several ways. F irst, we do not 
model a document using logical, physical, layout or conceptual structures. Instead, 
we combine these structures and incorporate them  into a frame tem plate. The idea 
of combining the logical and layout structures into a  frame tem plate allows the user 
to store the  synopsis, as opposed to the original document, into the tem plate .6 We 
call the synopsis of a document a frame instance. Each frame instance is composed 
of a set of attribute-value pairs. (The frame instance results from instantiating the 
docum ent’s frame tem plate.) The information contained in the frame instance repre­
sents the most significant information (i.e., the synopsis) of the document pertinent 
to the user. Various frame instances can be grouped into a folder based on the  nature 
of their contents. One motivation for considering a frame instance ra ther than the 
original document is tha t the frame instance describes the document in a succinct 
manner. Also, a user may not be concerned with all the information contained in
6In other words, we do not distinguish between logical, physical, layout or conceptual structures 
of a document. Rather, we concentrate on the information that the user considers to be significant 
from the document.
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a document. When retrieval occurs, the information contained in frame instances 
suffices to  satisfy the user’s needs.
Our document model is a dual one -  it provides a separate treatm ent of the 
structural organization of documents from the real-world folder organization perceived 
by the  user. The structural organization of documents is depicted by a  document type 
hierarchy, which is used for classifying various documents based on the generalization 
abstraction among the frame tem plates. The folder organization, on the other hand, 
mimics the user’s document filing system.
The differences stem  from the different design philosophies: TEXPROS is for 
personal use, whereas the systems mentioned above are m ainly designed for a m ulti­
user or d istributed environment (as a consequence, they need a  standard for document 
interchange). As we have discussed earlier, when using TEXPROS in an information 
sharing environment, one needs to specify protocols for governing the definitions of 
frame tem plates. Note th a t Gibbs and Tsichritzis [32] also mention frame tem plates, 
though their tem plate is used for the layout presentation only. Malone et al. [6 8 ] and 
Clifton et al. [18] propose similar ideas of organizing documents into sem i-structured 
messages. Malone et al. define semi-structured messages as messages of identifiable 
types, with each type containing a known set of fields, but with some of the fields 
containing unstructured tex t or other information. However, these authors do not 
consider using the docum ents’ synopses or the folder organization.
From a data  modeling point of view, our da ta  model does not adhere to  the
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object-oriented paradigm. In object-oriented communities [7, 33, 56, 104] all the 
objects th a t share the same properties (attributes and methods) are collected together 
into a  class. In TEXPROS, a folder is a set of frame instances which need not be 
over the same frame tem plate. TEXPROS employs an agent-based architecture to 
autom ate document categorization and to  cope with file reorganization.
Each folder is monitored by an agent. Each agent has a  set of criteria and data  
structures for holding the frame instances. The criteria are used to categorize frame 
instances (i.e., to  place them  in appropriate folders). The agents are implemented as 
objects using an object-oriented approach. The approach encapsulates the internal 
representations of folders with the operations th a t m anipulate them , thereby enhanc­
ing information hiding. The agents communicate w ith each other through message 
passing [1 0 1 , 1 0 2 ].
2.2 Algebraic Languages
As for the d a ta  model’s algebraic language, there are two groups of work th a t are 
closely related to this work. The algebra described by Guting et al. [41] deals with 
documents. Each document is described in terms of schemas, instances and layouts. 
A schema is represented by ordered labeled trees, which describe the logical struc­
ture and d a ta  values contained in a class of documents. A document instance results 
from instantiating the schema with data  values. A layout is a mapping th a t converts 
a document instance into a printable or displayable document by merging the data
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values of the instance with some fixed tex t, graphics, etc., and placing the  result on 
document pages. In our work, a frame tem plate does not distinguish between the 
logical and layout structures of documents. Moreover, we store the synopsis of a 
document, ra ther than  the original contents, in the frame instance. The order of a t­
tributes is significant in Guting’s algebra since the schemas are represented as ordered 
labeled trees. Since the information contained in a  frame instance does not reflect 
any particular (logical or layout) structure, the order of the a ttribu tes is insignificant.
The second group deals with non-first-normal-form (N F 2) d a ta  models. De­
spite its rich m athem atical foundation, the relational data model introduced by Codd 
[19] in 1970 requires enhancements7 for applications such as retrieval of textual data. 
Considerable research has been discussed in the literature of N F 2 relations to extend 
the relational d a ta  model by dropping the first-normal-form (IN F ) assumption. This 
assumption restricts relation schemas to have indivisible atom ic a ttribu tes only and 
the  value of any a ttrib u te  in a tuple is a single value from the domain of that a t­
tribu te  [19, 24, 6 6 , 96]. The N F 2 da ta  model was first advocated by Makinouchi [67] 
who suggested tha t the IN F  assumption of the relational d a ta  model be relaxed since 
it was too restrictive. Although his treatm ent was fairly informal, he showed th a t 
relaxing the IN F assumption could, without loss of generality, model some database 
applications. Furtado and Kerschberg [29] and Kambayashi e t al. [55] also published
7The enhancements also include dealing with more complex data objects than flat relations, 
and specifically those data structures that occur in application areas such as CAD/CAM and office 
information systems. In these applications, it is necessary to deal with more complex objects than 
tuples of the classical relational model.
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other work related to the early development of this topic.
Jaeschke and Schek [54] proposed a model to generalize the relational model by 
allowing relations to have set-valued attributes. They proposed operators NEST and 
UNNEST which convert IN F relations into non-INF relations and vice versa. These 
operators were applied only over single attributes which were defined over atomic 
domains. The model of Jaeschke and Schek was generalized by Thomas and Fischer 
[91] by allowing relations to have relation-valued8 a ttributes. Since then, several 
researchers [1, 4, 27, 28, 42, 74, 76, 83] have extended relational database theory to 
nested relations.
In application areas such as CAD/CAM  and office information systems, a t­
tributes can be associated with more complicated value sets such as hierarchies and 
repeating values, and these do not satisfy the IN F assumption. The algebras of N F 2 
data  models handle relations with relation-valued attributes. These d a ta  models have, 
as their basis, the theory of relational databases and, hence, topics such as functional 
dependencies among attributes are relevant here.
In this dissertation, an algebraic language for retrieving and filing various office 
documents is provided. The algebra supports operations for manipulating both frame 
instances of different types and folders.
8An attribute is re la tion-va lued  if it is not atomic and its value in a tuple is a set.
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2.3 Formal Treatm ent of Incom plete Inform ation in D atabase Theory
Considerable research has been discussed in the  literature on the treatm ent of in­
complete information in relational database theory. There are different kinds of in­
complete information th a t have been studied. These include null values [1 1 , 1 2 , 2 1 , 
35, 39, 52, 81, 99, 106], disjunctive information [30, 53, 62, 80], maybe information 
[58, 62, 71], and partial values [36, 37]. The concept of null values has been used 
in database theory to denote missing information for some fields of instances in the 
database. Null values have been used as placeholders of missing information [39, 99]. 
In the context of disjunctive information, a fact may be represented by a set of tuples 
{<i,. . .  ,tfn} which correspond to inclusive disjunctions, where each tuple represents a 
particular case and yet it is not known which of these tuples actually is the definite 
fact. Here the fact would be the disjunctive fact ti V ... V tn. Assuming th a t some tuple 
ti from this set of tuples is later known to be the definite fact, then t{ would subsume 
the disjunctive fact t\ V . . .  V t n. This will remove all the tuples tj, 1 <  j  <  n , j  ^  i, 
from the database. Liu and Sunderraman [62] consider such tuples th a t are removed 
as maybe tuples or maybe information. They also discuss how users may want to add 
maybe information of their own (e.g., for some memorandum whose S u b je c t com­
ponent is unknown, but it is possibly regarding a conference to be held). G rant [36] 
discusses how partial values may be introduced within the framework of relational 
databases. He considers the representation of partial numerical values only. Here, 
partial values are represented by interval entries tha t denote the lower and upper
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bounds or endpoints of the unknown numerical values. For example, if some numer­
ical value between 1 0  and 2 0  is all th a t is known, this fact would be represented by 
the entry (1 0 ,2 0 ).
An extension of the relational model for relations th a t may contain null values 
of the meaning value at present unknown was posited by Codd in [21]. Imielinski 
[51] points out th a t while it is easy to use null values as placeholders in databases 
to  denote missing information, it is more difficult to  process queries in the presence 
of nulls w ithout clear and well defined semantics. This dissertation focuses attention 
on the null values of the form value at present unknown for the XLmodel. It provides 
a  proof-theoretic characterization of the da ta  model and defines the semantics of the 
null values w ithin the proof-theoretic paradigm.
CHAPTER 3
INFO RM AL D E SC R IPT IO N  OF TH E DATA M ODEL
In this chapter we present an informal view of the da ta  model. We introduce rele­
vant terminologies for TEXPROS and provide examples th a t we will elaborate upon 
throughout the rest of the dissertation. The emphasis of the discussion in this chapter 
will be on the intuition and motivations behind the model, ra ther than  on the formal 
definitions, which will be presented in chapter 4.
3.1 P re lim in a r ie s
In offices, information is kept in documents [41]. Office documents such as memos, 
letters, brochures, reports, fliers, legal documents, and so forth can be grouped into 
folders based on the nature of their contents.
In TEXPROS, documents can be grouped into document classes', each docu­
m ent class is characterized by a frame template, which describes the properties (or a t­
tributes) for the class of documents [103] (reminiscent of the schema used by Guting et 
al. [41]). For example, Figure 4 shows the frame tem plate for a class of memorandums 
th a t are concerned with meetings. Each memo has attribu tes S ender, R ec e iv e r , 
S u b je c t ,  etc. The attribu tes S ender, R ec e iv e r , S u b je c t ,  and MemoDate are the 
inherited attributes (i.e., common attributes) for the class of generic memos. All a t­
tributes of generic memos appear in the frame tem plates for the meeting memos and
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memos of other purposes. In other words, the frame tem plate for the m eeting memos 
inherits [32, 105] all the attributes of generic memos.
Sender
Receiver
Subject
MemoDate
MtgDescription
MtgDay MtgDate
MtgTime
MtgPlace
Synopsis
Remark
Figure 4: A frame tem plate for a class of memorandums
A frame tem plate is instantiated by providing it with values extracted from 
the  document to  form a frame instance which becomes the  synopsis of the document 
of the class associated with the frame template. The frame instance contains only 
the most relevant information of a document pertinent to  the user in a precise and 
succinct manner. A meeting memo and its corresponding frame instance are shown 
in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. A folder is a set of frame instances which may or 
may not be over the same frame template.
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New Jersey Institute o f Technology
Office of the Provost 
Ext. 3220
MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of Committee on Student Appeals
FROM: Dr. Gary Thomas, Provost
DATE: May 8,1992
RE: Student Appeals Meeting
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
There will be a meeting of the Committee on Student 
Appeals on Wednesday, June 10, 1992 at 10:00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. in Room 504 - Cullimore.
Please make every effort to attend. If you cannot 
attend, please contact Mary Armour, Ext. 3275._________
Figure 5: A meeting memorandum
Sender Gary Thomas
Receiver Student Appeals Committee
Subject Student Appeals Meeting
MemoDate 05/08/92
MtgDescription
MtgDay MtgDate 06/10/92
MtgTime 10:00
MtgPlace Cullimore 504
Synopsis
Remark contact Mary Armour, Ext. 3275 
if can’t attend
Figure 6: A frame instance for the corresponding meeting memorandum
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3.2 D ata M odeling Approach
3.2.1 D ocum ent Classes and D ocum ent T ypes
Here we describe a way of supporting the exploitation of structural commonalities 
between documents. Documents of similar nature of content are grouped to  form a 
document class. We refer to the structure of a document class as the document type 
(the frame tem plate) of the document class. A document type defines the common 
structure of the documents tha t belong to the same document class. This document 
type is described by a  collection of a ttribu tes each having a name and a  data  type. 
Thus the document type depicts the representation of these documents.
Consider the a ttrib u te  M tg D escrip tio n  in Figure 4. This a ttribu te  is de­
composed into the more detailed a ttribu tes MtgDay, M tgPlace and S ynopsis. In the 
model, a ttribu tes such as M tgD escrip tion , which can be further refined into more de­
tailed attributes, are called composite attributes. Aggregation [90] (an object contains 
other objects) gives the designer the ability to either gradually decompose objects into 
their detailed components or to aggregate them  into higher-level objects. Aggrega­
tion enables the designer to define document types at different levels of detail. The 
different levels of detail form an aggregation hierarchy. The case of refining the type 
of an a ttribu te  applies to composite attribu tes [9]. The data  model is thus based on 
a  weak component type typing system [9] since attributes can be refined into different 
levels of detail. Aggregation allows users to use path notation [9, 82, 8 6 ] in query ex­
pressions. A path  notation specifies a path  name th a t is used to reference components
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of composite attributes. For example, to reference only the M tgPlace component of
M tgD escrip tion , the path name would be of the form M tgD escrip tion .M tgP lace.
It may become quite tedious, however, to rely on the path-notation when referring to
attributes of composite objects where the aggregation hierarchy becomes very deep.
We propose a new operator, called highlight (7 ) [70] as an alternative to  navigate
down the hierarchy and take the user to  a  desired level of aggregation from where the
data  values can be accessed directly. For example, to access the value of the a ttribu te
MtgDate of Figure 6 , an alternative would be to  use the form 7 „. _ . . .
6  6  ’ 'M tgD escnption{jjtgDate}
instead of the conventional path notation M tgD escription.M tgD ay .MtgDate.
3.2.2 D ocum ent T ype Hierarchy
Classification is a form of abstraction which is used widely in semantic data models 
(e.g., [23, 34, 43, 57]) which are used to describe semantics of data in complex ap­
plications and have gained tremendous interest over the past decade. Documents are 
classified to  form document classes. A document class (S) is said to be a subtype of an­
other document class (C) if the documents in the class S are also classified as class C. 
C is called the supertype of S. This supertype/subtype relationship is also called an IS-A 
relationship [105]. Document types are related via specialization and generalization 
[90]. In this case S is a specialization of C (they are connected via the is-a relation­
ship) and C is a generalization of S. The frame tem plate of S inherits all a ttributes 
of the frame tem plate of document class C. In other words, frame instances of S,
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which also belong to C, have all the attributes for C (inheritance property [32, 105]). 
We use subtyping [105], where the component types are weak component types [9], 
to generate a  (DAG-structured) document type hierarchy. Figure 7 shows a hierar­
chy for five templates: P u b lic a tio n s , J o u rn a ls , P ro c e e d in g s , B o o k _ C h a p te rs  
and T e c h n ic a l-R e p o rts . Here, P ro c e e d in g s , for example, is a  specialization of 
P u b lic a t io n s  (they are connected through the is-a relationship). Frame instances of 
P ro c e e d in g s  also belong to  P u b lic a tio n s  and inherit all a ttributes for P u b lic a ­
tio n s .
3 .2 .3  F o ld ers
In practice, office documents such as memos, letters, brochures, reports, fliers and 
so forth can be grouped into folders with appropriate labels based on the nature 
of their contents. We define a folder to be a set of frame instances which may or 
may not be over the same frame template. Thus, a folder may be associated with 
a collection of frame tem plates .9 Figure 8  shows an example of Bill Blake’s folder 
containing five frame instances: publication (fi-1 ), application for the faculty position 
(fi_2), employment visa (fi-3), university transcript (fi-4) and a  meeting memorandum 
(fi_5).
9This is a deviation from the rela tion  of the classical relational data model, in which a relation 
is associated with precisely one schema [96].
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Blake
fi_2
Name Steve J. Smith
DegreeObtained PhD
Institution Rutgers
AreaOfSpecializalion Database
PrevPosition Consultant
PrevSalaiy 50,000
PositionSelected Asst. Prof.
Remark interview  a t
01/15/91
fi 3
Department a s
Name Steve J. Smith
Country Zimbabwe
VisaStatus H 1
StartDale 09/01/91
Duration Aug. 21,91 thru Aug. 20,94
Salary 55,000
Position Asst. Prof.
Remark approved
Title D_Model: A Data Model fo r Office Documents
Authors Steve J. Smith
Organization NJTT
AStreet King Blvd
Affiliation ACity Newark
Address AState NJ
AZip 07102
ACountry USA
Description a dual model for office documents
Month June
Date Year 1992
Name IEEE Comf>uter Society Press
LCity Los Alamitos
Publisher Location LState CA
LCountry USA
Proceedings 2nd Int. Conference on Systems Integration
PCity Morristown
Place PState NJ
PCountry USA
PageNos 458-467
fi 4
Name Steve J. Smith
Address
AStreet 491 Joralemon St.
ACity Belleville
AState NJ
AZip 07109
Institution Rutgers
Sex M
DBirth 06/13/62
GPA 3.92
fi_5
Sender Gary Thomas
Receiver Bill BlakeSteve Smith
Subject Student Appeals Meeting
MemoDate 05/08/92
MtgDescription
MtgDay MtgDate 06/10/92
MtgTime 10:00
MtgPlace Cullimore 504
Synopsis
Remark contact Mary Armour, Ext. 3275 if can't attend
Figure 8: A folder for the faculty member Bill Blake
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3 .2 .4  F o ld e r O rg a n iz a tio n
Folders in our model are connected to one another forming a folder organization. Such 
an organization mimics the user’s real-world document filing system. Figure 9 shows 
a partial folder organization th a t a departm ental chairperson of a university may use 
in keeping track of the status of h is/her faculty members and PhD students. The 
string of tex t on each folder represents the label of tha t folder. The arrow from folder 
fi to folder f2 indicates th a t fx depends on f2 (i.e., fi is a subfolder of f2). Therefore, 
folders are connected to one another via the depends-on relationship. In the figure, 
the CIS Dept folder contains three subfolders: Faculty, Publications and PhD Program. 
Each of these folders is further broken down into subfolders containing more specific 
areas of information.
Keeping the folder organization in the system has several advantages. The 
folder organization provides the user with an intuitively clear view, showing his/her 
current filing system. Such a view facilitates document retrieval and filing activities. 
Moreover, since the filing system is composed of folders, the user can query, create, 
remove an entire folder, rather than perform many separate retrieve/insert/delete 
operations on frame instances. Separate treatm ent of the document type hierarchy 
from the folder organization allows a user to have documents of different structures 
in the same folder, while at the same time frame instances of these documents of 
different frame templates can be retrieved.
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CIS Dept
/■ A
Publications
Adams’ Publication 
Blake’s Publication
-  Jones’ Publication
Faculty
Position
Application
University
Transcript
Employment
Visa
Memo
Publication
Vitae
-  Vitae
-  Memo
-  University 
Transcript
Vitae
Publication
Employment
Visa
Adams
-  Research 
Interests
-  PhD Admission 
Acceptance 
Letter
-  Updated 
Transcript
-  Phd Qualifying 
Exam Result
Hicks
-  PhD Qualifying 
Exam Result
-  Research 
Interests
-  Updated 
Transcript
Qualifying
Exams
Q. Exam Q.Exam
Applicants Questions
Fall — Spring
1987 1993
Figure 9: A folder organization
C H A PTER  4 
FORM AL FR AM EW O RK  OF TH E DATA M ODEL
This chapter presents the formalization of the "D .model for the document processing 
system, called TEXPROS. This formal framework of the da ta  model will be used 
throughout the dissertation.
4.1 A ttribute Types
The data  model makes extensive use of the concept of types. An a ttribu te  type 
describes a (possibly infinite) set of values. An example of an a ttribu te  type is Name 
which describes a set of names of people. This a ttribu te  type can be broken down 
into a ttribu te  types FirstN am e, LastName and MiddleName, each of which describes 
a  set of character strings. Let T  =  { T j,T 2 , . . .  ,T „} be a finite set of attribute types 
[8 6 ]. Each a ttribu te  type is either atomic or composite [8 6 ]. (A composite a ttribu te  
type contains a  collection of a ttribu te  types in T .)  The degree of an a ttribu te  type 
T , denoted deg(T), is the number of component a ttrib u te  types T comprises. (Thus, 
deg(T) is 1 if T  is atomic and A: (A: >  1) otherwise.) Let V  be a finite set of domains. 
For example, the set of integers is a domain. Let dom  : {T 6  T\deg(T ) =  1} — > 
D  be a  to ta l function which associates each atom ic a ttribu te  type T  £  T  with a 
domain, dom (T) in T>. We generalize the function dom  to a composite a ttribu te  type 
recursively as follows. Let T  =  {Bx, B2, . . . ,  Bm} be a composite a ttribu te  type, where
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Bj is either atomic or composite. Then the domain of T  is the cartesian product of 
the domains of the B,-’s, i.e., dom (T) =  dom{Bi) x dom (B2) x . . .  x dom (Bm).
4 .2  F ram e  T e m p la te
Let O  =  {0 1 , o2, . . . ,  om} be the finite set of documents in the system. The system 
assigns a  unique identifier to each document. The identifier is not visible to  the 
user (reminiscent to the very powerful technique th a t has been suggested for sup­
porting identity through surrogates [2 1 ]). For each document o £  O , F  =  F (°) =  
{Ai(Ti), A2 (T2) , . . . ,  A/(T/)}, specifies the frame tem plate associated w ith o, where kj 
is an a ttribu te  of type T j £ T , 1 <  j  < I. An a ttrib u te  A is composite if its type is 
composite; otherwise the a ttribu te  is atomic. Therefore, the degree of an a ttrib u te  A,- 
of type T,- is the degree of the a ttribu te  type T,-. The degree of F , denoted deg(F ), 
is the number of a ttributes in F. If S  is a subset of the a ttribu tes of F , the notation 
F .S  is used to refer to S .  F , also denoted by F(o), is the underlying or basic data 
structure10 over which documents in the real-world are defined . 11 We also refer to 
this data  structure as a  document type.12 The term s frame tem plate and document 
type will be used interchangeably in this dissertation.
10A data structure is a collection of variables, possibly of several different data types, connected 
in various ways [2]. (A frame template is a collection of attributes which are possibly of different 
attribute types.)
u This is reminiscent of the in ten s io n a l  leve l  which corresponds to the time invariant description 
of relations ( sc h em a s) in the relational model [5]. The attributes in a frame template, however, can 
be composite.
12From section 3.2.1 of the previous chapter, a document type is described by a collection of 
attributes, each having a name and a data type. The data type is precisely the attribute type.
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4.3 Frame Instance
Let F  =  { A i ( T i ) ,  A2( T 2) , . . . ,  Am ( T m )} be a frame tem plate. A frame instance fi  over 
F  is a set of attribute-value pairs {< Ai,  Vi > ,  <  A2, V2 <  Am , Vm > } , where A j
is an a ttribu te  of F , and Vj C dom (Tj), 1 < j  < m . Let fi =  {< Ai,  Vi > , <  A2, V2 > 
Am , Vm >} be a frame instance. If Vj contains a single element v, Aj is fla t with 
respect to fi and <  Aj, Vj > can be represented as <  A j , v > ; otherwise A j is nested 
(i.e., Aj has a set of elements Vj).  Let S  be any subset of {Ai,  A2, . . . ,  Am }. We define 
the <S-value of f i , denoted by f i(S ) ,  to be the frame instance obtained by deleting 
from fi those components <  Aj, Vj > where Aj .S’. For example, let fi  be the frame 
instance shown in Figure 6  and let S  be the subset {MemoDate,MtgDay,MtgPlace}. 
Then fi(*S) is the frame instance
MemoDate 05/08/92
MtgDay MtgDate 06/10/92
MtgTime 10:00
MtgPlace Cullimore 504
If <S consists of a  single a ttribu te , say A, then f i (S )  is simply w ritten as f i (A). (In this 
case, we use fi[A) to represent the value V  in the pair <  A, V  > of fi.) Figure 10 shows
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a frame instance for a studen t’s transcrip t . 13 Here, the a ttribu tes Term, CourseName, 
and CourseGrade are nested attributes.
NameOflnstitution Stdld StdName Term CourseName CourseGrade
Semester Year
CIS630 A
Spring 1991 CIS631 A
NJIT 000901234 John Smith CIS635 B+
Fall 1991 CIS636 A
CIS785 B
Figure 1 0 : A frame instance for a student’s transcript
Let X={Yi, Y2 , . . . ,  Ym} be a composite a ttribute, where Yj  is either atomic or 
composite, 1 <  j  < m . Each of the Y /s is called a component a ttribu te  of X. Let A 
and B be attribu tes. B is said to be a descendant of A if B is a  component a ttribu te  of 
G where G is a descendant of A or G is A. Let fi  =  {< Ai, Vi > , . . . , <  A,-, Vf > , . . . , <  
Ai,V[ >} be a  frame instance. Suppose A,- is a composite a ttribu te . Let o:(A;) be the 
set of all descendant attributes of A,-. Define the leaves of a(A,), denoted by a leo/(A,), 
to be the subset of a(A,-) comprising the set {A € a(A,-)|de<jr(A) =  1}.
13This is a convenient way of showing frame instances with composite attributes that are nested. 
Note that the attribute Term is both composite and nested.
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4.4 D ocum ent Class
Let O  =  {oi, 0 2 , . . . ,  om] be the finite set of documents in the  system. For each 
document o £  O , the system m aintains a  frame instance, 8(o), as the synopsis of the 
document, consisting of its identifier and values for each a ttribu te  of the associated 
frame tem plate. The set of all these frame instances is denoted by 8 (0 ). Let T  
=  {F(o)|o G O )  be the finite set of all the frame tem plates currently stored in the 
system: F  =  {F i, F 2, . . . ,  F n} for some integer n. The system  maintains a set of 
document classes C  =  {ci ,c2, . . .  ,Cfe}, where each cj is a subset of 8 (0 ) . All the 
frame instances in a document class Cj are over the same frame tem plate F (cj), (or 
denoted by F  if Cj is understood).
4.5 D ocum ent Type Hierarchy
Document types are related via specialization and generalization [90]. As discussed 
in chapter 3, document types can be ordered in terms of is-a relationships. This kind 
of ordering is very natural and allows us to say, for example, th a t a call-for-meeting 
memo is a memo, or tha t a memo is a document. We now formally define an ordering 
on document types called is-a.
D efinition 4.1: Let F and F' be two frame tem plates (document types) with 
deg(F) >  deg(F'). F is-a F' if for every attribu te  A'j of type T'- in F', there is 
an a ttrib u te  A,- of type T, in F such th a t A,- =  A'j, T,- =  Tj. In this case, F is a 
specialization of F'; F' is a generalization of F.
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Now, we formally define the document type hierarchy 'Dt'H, recursively as follows:
1 . A distinguished document type F  designated as the generic document type is a 
document type hierarchy
2. Let F  be a document type. Let T>{H2, . . . ,  'Dt'Hk be document type 
hierarchies with generic document types F i ,  F 2, . . . ,  Ffc, respectively such th a t 
F , is-a F , 1 <  i <  k. Then a new document type hierarchy can be constructed 
by designating F  as the generic document type, and F,- is-a F , 1 <  i < k.
4 .6  F o ld er
A folder f  is a  finite set of frame instances which may or may not be over the same 
frame tem plate. A folder is user-defined and may be associated with a collection of 
frame tem plates. We use f (F)  to denote the subset of frame instances in f  th a t are 
over the same frame tem plate F . T hat is, f(F ) =  {fi 6  f\fi  is a frame instance over 
F}- A folder can also be defined by a first-order predicate clause P  [8 8 ].
D e fin itio n  4.2: Let comp be a comparison operator in { < , < , > ,  > , = , 7^, C , C, D, D 
, G, $:}. A predicate atom  (PA)  has one of the following two forms:
o Type PA-1: a ttribu te  comp constant
0  T ype PA-2: attr ib u tel comp attribute2.
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D e fin itio n  4.3: A predicate clause {PC)  is a logical combination of predicate atoms:
1 . each P A  is a P C
2 . if P  is a PC,  then (~>P) is a P C
3. if P i, P2 are P C s, then (Pi A P2), (Pi V P2) are PC's
4. nothing else is a  P C .
Formally, f =  {fi\P { fi) is true} is a folder. For example, let F i , F 2, and F 3 be 
the frame templates P h D A c c e p tL e tte r ,  U p d a te d T ra n s c r ip t ,  and P h D Q E R e -  
s u lt  respectively. Let f ( F i )  = {fi 6  f | fi is a frame instance over F i} . Let f (F 2) =  
{fi € f |fi  is a frame instance over F 2}. Let f(F s) =  {fi G f |fi is a  frame instance over 
F 3 } .  Let P (fi)  be the predicate clause,
3
fi € ( J f ( F i )  A {fi[Receiver] =  F ortune S. M hlanga  V
1 = 1
^[StdName] =  F ortune  S. M hlanga),
where either R ece iv er or StdName is an a ttribu te  in each F t , 1 <  i <  3. Then 
f =  {fi\P {fi) is true} is a  folder, which possibly contains frame instances over F i , F 2 
or F 3  with Fortune S. Mhlanga as the Receiver or the StdName.
Folders are related via the depends-on relationship.
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D efin itio n  4.4: Let ft- and fy be two folders. Then f, depends-on f) if and only if 
f i Cf j .
4.7 F o ld e r O rg a n iz a tio n
A folder organization T O  is a  finite set of folders T O  — {fi, f2, ..., fg|f,- C 5 (0 ),1  <  i <  
q} such th a t there is one distinguished folder called Document along with a depends- 
on relationship defined on the folders. We formally define the folder organization 
recursively as follows:
1. A distinguished folder f designated as the Document folder is a folder organiza­
tion.
2. Let f be a  folder. Let T O \ ,T O i , . . .  ,T O k  be folder organizations w ith Docu­
ment folders fi,f2, ... ,ffc, respectively such th a t f,- C f, 1 <  i < k. Then a  new 
folder organization can be constructed by designating f as the Document folder, 
and f,- depends-on f, 1 < i < k.
In the model, the user defines a folder organization T O ,  which contains all the  folders 
of interest. We refer to folders that have dependent folders in T O  as abstract folders 
and to those tha t do not have dependent folders as concrete folders.
A filing organization T C O  is the tuple <  T O  > , which is an organization 
of the document type hierarchy and the folder organization. The T C O  (or loosely
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speaking, the data  model) is the formal tool for describing the filing system  of interest 
perceived by the user. The T>tH describes the intensional level of the da ta  model, 
which corresponds to  the tim e invariant description of frame tem plates and the is-a 
relationships among them . The T O  describes the extensional level which corresponds 
to  the actual contents of folders a t any instant and also the depends-on relationships 
between the folders.
We now conclude this chapter by formally defining the £>-model.
D e fin itio n  4.5: The X>_model over 0 ,T ,T > ,T , 6,'Dt'H, and T O  is a 7-tuple 
<  0 ,T , 'D ,T ,6 , 'D t'H .,T 0  > , where
•  O =  {oi, 0 2 , . . . ,  om} is a finite set of documents;
« T  =  { T i, T 2 , . . .  , T n) is a finite set of a ttrib u te  types;
o V  =  {Di, D2, . . . ,  D/} is a finite set of domains;
.  T = { F 1, P a, . . . , F p) is a finite set of frame templates;
® 6 is a function which maps a  document o E O  to its frame instance 6 (0). The 
frame instance consists of the docum ent’s identifier and values for each a ttribu te  
of the associated frame tem plate F(o) £  T \
9 V tT i is the document type hierarchy;
T O  is the folder organization consisting of all the folders defined by the user 
where each folder is a finite set of frame instances (which need not be over the 
same frame tem plate).
CH APTER 5 
INFORMAL VIEW  OF THE XLALGEBRA
In this chapter we informally introduce the operations of the 2?_algebra by examples 
based on a p art of the folder organization shown in Figure 9. The folders of interest 
in the system are:
1. PhDStds which is the name of the  PhD Students folder. The frame tem plates 
associated with PhDStds include:
•  the frame tem plate for PhD Admission Acceptance Letter: 
P h D A ccep tL e tte r{ S en d e r(N am e), R eceiver(N am e), 
L e tte rD a te (D ate ), SemAccepted(Semester), Reraark(Contents), 
CC(Names)}.
9 the  frame tem plate for PhD Qualifying Exam Result:
P h D Q E R esu lt{S en d er(N am e), R eceiver(N am e), StdCd(Code), 
N oticeD ate(D ate), SemTaken(Semester), Outcome(Result), 
Recommendation(Contents), CC(Names)}.
•  the  frame tem plate for U pdated Transcript: 
U p d a te d T ra n sc r ip t{ S td Id (Id ) , StdName(Name), 
CourseG rades(Grades), GPA(GrdPtAvg), T ransD ate(D ate)}.
2 . Publications which is the name of the Publications folder. The frame tem plate 
associated with Publications is:
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• the frame tem plate for Publications:
P u b lic a tio n { P u b T itle (T itle ) , Author(Names), A ff il(A ffiliation), 
D escrip tion (C on ten ts), PubName(Publication), L ocation(P lace), 
YrOfPub(Year), P ub lish er(C o n ten ts), PageNos(Pages)}.
3. QExams which is the name of the Qualifying Exams folder. The frame templates 
associated with QExams include:
© the frame tem plate for Qualifying Exam Applicants: 
Q EA pplicant{StdN am e(N am e), ExamTime(Semester),
F irstC hoice(T opicA rea), SecondChoice(TopicArea)}.
•  the frame tem plate for Qualifying Exam Questions: 
Q E Q uestion{P aper(T opicA rea), Examiner(Name),
ExaraTime(Semester), Problem s(Q uestions)}.
Table 1 lists the finite set of a ttribu te  types (T ) corresponding to  the above document 
file.
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Table 1 : A ttribute  types for the example (in alphabetical order)
A ttribute  Type T deg{ T) dom{ T)
Affiliation 1 T E X T
City 1 S e tO f C har S tr in g
Code 1 A lphaN um eric
Contents 1 T E X T
Course 1 S e tO f  C har S tr in g
CourseGrade dom(Course) x  dom (Grade)
Date dom (Month) x  dom(Day) x  dom(Year)
Day 1 In teger
FName 1 SetO  JC h a rS tr in g
Grade 1 { A ,B + ,B ,C + ,C ,F }
Grades 1 { dom  ( Cour seG r ade)}+
G rdPtAvg 1 Real
Id 1 In teger
LName 1 SetO  fC h a r  S tr in g
MName 1 SetO  JC h a rS tr in g
M onth 1 Integer | SetOfCharString
Name dom (FName) x  dom(LName) x  dom(MName)
Names 1 {dom(Name)}+
Pages 1 Real x  Real
Place dom (City) x dom(State)
Points 1 Real
Publication 1 T E X T
Quest 1 T E X T
Question dom(QuestNo) x dom(Quest) x dom(Points)
Questions 1 {dom(Question)}+
QuestNo 1 Real
Result 1 {P ass, F ail, C onditional)
Season 1 {Fall, Spring, Sum m er}
Semester dom (Season) x dom (Year)
State 1 S  e tO JC  har S tr in g
Title 1 T E X T
TopicArea 1 S e tO fC h a rS tr in g
Year 1 In teger
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E x a m p le  5.1: List the first name and last name o f all PhD students who passed the 
Qualifying Examination during the Spring o f 1990.
Passed PhDStds :=  ^ 0utcone=Pa„ ASeinTaken=Sprjns 1990(P h D S td s (P h D Q E R e su lt))
(Passed PhDStds)'Receiver{FName LNaJne} V '
This example illustrates the use of the select (a ) and highlight (7 ) operators. First the 
selection operation finds all the PhD students who passed the Qualifying Examina­
tion during the Spring of 1990. Then the names of these PhD students are displayed 
by highlighting only their first names and last names. □
E x a m p le  5.2: List all the publications o f Samantha Adams.
\ ^ , S a m a n t h a  / trf„ra i( '‘*«ho,(P“bli“ *i° " s(P u b l i“ t i O” )))
Example 5.2 illustrates the use of the unnest (p) operator known from the  literature on 
non-first-normal-form relations. First the unnest operation will flatten  the  Publications 
folder over a ttribu te  A uthor. The selection operation then uses an exact m atch to find 
all the publications of Sam antha Adams. Alternatively, the result can be obtained 
by using
a  „ , (Publications)AuthorDoamantna Adams
□
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E x a m p le  5 .3 : List all the PhD students who applied to take the Qualifying Exami­
nation the same semester that Mary Jones applied.
Let P  :=  StdName2 =  Mary Jones
QExams2 :=  CTp(P(stdName2.-StdName,ExamTime2.-ExamTime)(QEXamS(Q ^-^-PP^Can*;))) 
’’’{StdName} ((Q  Exa ms) [><,(ExamTijne=ExamTime2) (Q Exams2))
In this example we illustrate the use of the  renaming (p), project (7r), and join  (M) op­
erators. We perform a join of the QExams folder with itself. The join is accomplished 
by first generating a  folder QExams2 (containing only Mary Jones’ application) which 
is a  copy of QExams where StdName is renamed to  StdName2 and ExamTime is renamed 
to ExamTime2 . Then a  join operation is performed on the two folders QExams and 
QExams2 to find all the PhD students from QExams whose ExamTime is the same as 
ExamTime2 of QExams2. □
E x a m p le  5 .4 : How many times has Samantha Adams taken the Qualifying Exami­
nation?
Samantha AioTO(PbDStds(PhDQERes.ilt)))
Example 5.4 illustrates the use of the count aggregate operator. In this case we need 
to know how many times Samantha Adams received a PhD Qualifying Exam Result.
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The selection operation finds all of Samantha Adams ’ qualifying exam results. Then 
the count operation returns the number of Samantha A dam s’ qualifying exam results.
□
E x a m p le  5.5: Display the Database question which was weighted the most during 
the Fall 1990 Qualifying Examination.
DBF90QExams :=
/ 99(,(QE*ams(QEQuestion))) 
x  :=  max (DBF90QExams)
problem8{Points}
7 p wi (<r-, (DBF90QExams))'Problems{quest} t - P r o b l e m s ^ ^ ,  ^  »
The first selection operation finds the database qualifying exam paper th a t was given 
during the Fall of 1990. The max operator returns the maximum value of points for 
a  particular question of this paper. Finally we select the problem which has this 
maximum value and project it over the question of the problem. Note th a t in this 
example Problem s is both nested and composite, because for any frame instance 
f i  over Q E Q u e s tio n s , fi{Problem s) is a set of questions where each question also 
includes a question number and the number of points. □
C H A P T E R  6  
F O R M A L IS M  O F  T H E  £>-A L G E B R A
A language is said to  be procedural if it describes, step by step, the com putation of 
the  result from the database instance14 [5]. The P_algebra is a procedural language. 
Table 2 lists all the operators supported by the X>_algebra, which can be categorized 
into seven classes.
Table 2: Operators of the -Algebra
C lass O p e ra to rs T y p e O p e ra n d s R e s u lts
1 u , n , - b in a ry fo ld e rs fo ld e r
2 7T u n a ry fo ld e r fo ld e r
S b in a ry fr. in s ta n c e s fr. in s ta n c e
3 X , N b in a ry fo ld e rs fo ld e r
P u n a ry fo ld e r fo ld e r
4 a u n a ry fo ld e r fo ld e r
5 7/a ,/ /a (A is an attribute) u n a ry fo ld e r fo ld e r
6 7 , (fl is a subset of the 
component attributes of A)
u n a ry fo ld e r fo ld e r
7 countA,sum A, avgA, minA, maxA 
(A is an attribute)
u n a ry fo ld e r N U M
14In our model, a folder organization corresponds to a database instance.
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Some of the operators have only operands (classes 1-4), and some have both 
operands and param eters (classes 5-7). Each class of operators will be discussed in 
turn  in the following sections.
6.1 Class 1: Set Theoretic Operators
The first class of operators consists of the binary set theoretic operators for folders. 
These include the union (U), intersection (fl), and difference (—).
D e fin itio n  6.1: Let fi and f2 be folders.
® The union  of fi and f2, denoted fi Uf2, is the set of frame instances th a t belong 
to either fi or f2 or both, i.e., fi U f2 =  {fi\(fi £ fi) V (fi £ f2)}.
9 The intersection of fi and f2, denoted fi D f2, is the set of frame instances that 
are in both fi and f2, i.e., fj fl f2 =  {fi\(fi £  fi) A (fi 6  f2)}.
e The difference of fi and f2, denoted fi — f2, is the set of frame instances that are 
in fx bu t not in f2, i.e., fx — f2 =  {fi\{fi £ fi) A ( f i g  f2)}.
Proposition  6.1: Both the union and the intersection operations are commutative; 
tha t is, fi U f2 =  f2 U fx and fi f l  f2 =  f2 D fi for any two folders fi and f2.
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P ro p o s it io n  6.2: Both the union and the intersection operations are associative; 
th a t is, fi U (f2 U f3) =  (fi U f2) U f3 and fi D (f2 fl f3) =  (fi fl f2) D f3 for any three folders 
fi, f2 and f3.
P ro p o s it io n  6.3: The difference operation is n o t commutative; th a t is, f i—f2 ^  f2—fi 
for some folder fi and f2. And the difference operation is n o t  associative; tha t is, 
fi — (f2 — fs) 7^ (fi — f2) — f3  for some folders fi, f2 and f3.
6.2 C lass 2: P r o je c t  O p e ra to r
The second class of operators is the unary restrictive operator project (7r) for folders. 
Given a folder f, the projection of f onto a  subset of attributes S , denoted ?rs (f), yields 
a new folder g which is a restriction of f to the attributes in S .
D efin itio n  6 .2 : Let f be a folder, and let S  =  {Ai,. . . ,  A*} where Aj is of type Tj 6  T . 
The projection of f onto 5 , denoted 7r$(f), yields the set {f i ( S ) | fi  £ f and S  is a 
subset of the frame tem plate of fi} .
Exam ple 6.1: Consider the folder Blake in Figure 8. Then 7rT i t l e  Authors Date ( ^ a ke ) 
returns a folder of frame instances having attributes T it le ,  A uthors and Date, shown 
in Figure 1 1 . □
Title D_Model: A Data Model for Office Documents
Authors Bill Blake
Date Month June
Year 1992
Figure 11: Result of projecting Blake onto T i t le ,A u th o r s ,D a te
The following asserts th a t projection is distributive over the binary boolean operations 
for folders.
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 : Let fi and f2 be two folders. Let be U, fl, or —. Then,
7TS  ( f l ^ f 2 )  =  7Ts ( f i ) / ? 7 r s ( f 2 ) .
6.3  C lass  3: J o in  O p e ra to rs
We now discuss operators tha t are similar to the join operation used in the relational 
algebra. The join operation is defined in term s of the concatenation and cartesian 
product whose syntax and semantics are given below.
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D e fin itio n  6.3: Let f i x =  {< A1,Vx k m,V m >} and f i2 — {<  B1?Vy >
, <  Bn, >} be two frame instances over frame tem plates F i =  { A i,...,A m} 
and F 2 =  {B i,. . .  ,Bn} respectively. Assume th a t the attributes in F i and F 2 are all 
distinct. (If there are common attributes, we can rename them , as will be explained 
later.) Then the concatenation of fix and f i2, denoted f i l e f i2, is a frame instance fi 
over F x U  F 2, where /*  =  {< A1? Vi > , . . . ,  <  Am, Vm > , <  Bx, V[ > , . . .  <  Bn, >}.
A cartesian product of two folders fi and f2 is a  set of frame instances which are 
formed as a result of the concatenation of every frame instance of fi w ith every frame 
instance of f2.
D e fin itio n  6.4: Let fi and f2 be two folders. Then, the cartesian product of fx and 
f2, denoted fx x f2, is the folder { fi1 • f i2\fi\ £  i i , f i 2 £ h}-
The join  (txi) operator is applied to two folders. The join of folders fx and f2 based 
on a first-order predicate P , denoted fx Np f2, is the set of frame instances in the 
cartesian product of fx and f2 that satisfy P . The join operation is formally defined 
as follows:
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D e fin itio n  6 .5 : Let fi and f2 be two folders and let P  be a  predicate clause. Then 
fl Np U =  {fil •  fiz \(^fii e  fi)(3  fis e  h )(P (fii  ® fiz) is true)} where fit e fi2 is the 
concatenation of fit to fis .
E x a m p le  6 .2 : Consider the two folders Doe and Assistantships shown below. Assume 
tha t the folder Assistantships is associated with the frame tem plate A ss is ta n tsh ip .
/ Doe
Name John Doe
Status ABD
University.
Attended
Univ.Name NYU
Degree.
Sought MS
Year 1988
GRE_
Scores
Vetbal 500
Quantitative 780
Analytical 680
Name John Doe
Sex. M
Address
Street 2 Bay St
City Newark
State NJ
Zip 07102
GPA 3.80
Assistantships
StdName John Doe
Assistantship.
Type GA
Duty CIS library attendant
Supervisor P. A. Ng
StdName James Jones
Assistantship.
Type TA
Duty Teach O S 431
Supervisor P. A. Ng
Then, Doe Assistantships returns the folder f  =7 A ssistantship .S td_N am e= Jo h n  Doe  r
 /   ^ \
Name John Doe
Statu* ADD
Univer*ity_
Attended
Univ.N am c NYU
Degrec_
Sought MS
Year 1988
O R E .
Score*
Verbal 500
Quantitative 780
Analytical 680
Std Name John Doe
A*aUtant*hip_
Type GA
Duty CIS library attendant
Supervisor P. A. Ng
Name John Doe
Sex M
Address
Street 2 Bay St
City Newark
State NJ
Z ip 07102
GPA 3.80
Std_Name John Doe
As*i*tantahip_
Typo GA
Duty CIS library attendant
Supervisor P. A. Na
□
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An im portant operation in dealing with self-join [85] (i.e., a folder is joined with itself) 
is renaming. This operator helps avoid the ambiguity when referring to an a ttribu te  
in the corresponding frame templates. The syntax and semantics of the operator is 
given below:
D e fin itio n  6 .6 : Let T  =  { F i ,F 2 , . . .  , F n} be the set of frame tem plates associated 
with a folder f. Let fi  =  {< Ai, V\ > , . . . ,  <  A*, V* >} be a  frame instance over frame 
tem plate F  =  {Ai(Ti), A2 (T2) , . . .  ,Afc(Tt)} in F . Suppose A £  {Ai, A2, . . . ,  A*} with A 
and Aj having the same type T j, for some 1 < j  < k. Then
• renaming Aj to A on f i , denoted PA-_A (fi), returns a frame instance
{ <  A1? V\ > , . . . , <  Aj - i ,  Vj - i  > ,  <  A, Vj > , < h j+1,Vj+1 > , . . . , <  Ak,Vk > } ;
e renaming Aj to A on the set S  C f of all the frame instances over the  tem plate 
F, denoted />A_A>(f (F )), yields {pk^ A.(fi)\fi €  5 ) ;
* renaming Aj to A on f, denoted pk A (f), yields
U ( pA_A WF))).
Fer J
6 .4  C lass  4: S e lec t O p e ra to r
The fourth class of operators is the unary restrictive operator select (<r) for folders. 
The syntax of the selection operation on a folder f is given by crp(f), where P  is a
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first-order predicate clause.
D e fin itio n  6 .7 : The value of a selection operation can be determined according to 
the following cases, depending on whether all a ttribu tes appearing in P  (a predicate 
clause) come from the  same frame template. Let A and C  be an a ttribu te  and constant, 
respectively.
® All attributes appearing in P  come from the same frame tem plate:
1 . If P  is a  predicate atom
— case 1.1: For P  = A comp C, then P (fi)  is true if (y?[A] comp C) is 
true.
— case 1 .2 : For P  =  Ai comp A2 , then P (fi)  is true if (^[Ai] comp ^[A2]) 
is true.
2 . Let P  = P ia P 2, where Pi and P2 are predicate clauses.
P (fi)  is true  if P i(fi)aP 2(fi) is true where a  €  {A, V}.
Then, ap (f) =  {fi\fi £ f  A P (fi) is true}.
® A ttributes appearing in P  come from different frame templates:
Create a  new folder f '  containing frame instances. Each of these fram e instances 
is formed by joining the frame instances of the given folder f, which contain 
some or all a ttribu tes appearing in P. Then ap(f) =  <JP(i‘) = {fi\fi £ P A 
P (fi) is true}. Formally, this can be stated  as follows. Let A  =  {Ax, A2 , . . . ,  A*}
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be the finite set of attributes appearing in P. Let F  =  {F i, F 2, . . . ,  F n} be the 
finite set of frame tem plates such tha t for each F f- £ F , F,- fl A ^  0 .
F  := F i  £ F;
V := f(F);
a  := 0; fi := 0 ; 
i := 2 ;
while i < n do 
begin
for each A £ ( F  n  ( F j  6  F )) do 
begin
/V —A(f(F ‘));
a  := a  U A';
/? := /?  U A; 
end_for;
f' ==' '  »(*•<);
F : = F U  F t ;
a  := 0 ;  /? := 0 ; 
i := i + 1 ; 
end_while;
Then, crp(f) =  crp (f') =  { . / i | . / i  £ f ' A  P (fi) is true}.
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E x a m p le  6 .3 : Consider the folder organization presented in Figure 9 and the query: 
List the PhD students who were accepted in the Fall o f 1989 and have passed the 
Qualifying Examination in or before the Spring o f 1991.
Let Pi =  Sem esterTaken <  Spring 1991 A  Sem esterA ccepted =  Fall 1989. Let 
P 2 =  P h D A c c e p tL e tte r .R e c e iv e r  =  P h D Q E R e su lt.R e c e iv e r.
^ R e c e iv e rPi (P h D S td s(P h D A ccep tL e tte r) P hD S tds(P hD Q E R esu lt))).
In this case there is no frame tem plate of a  frame instance in the folder PhD­
Stds th a t contains both the attributes Sem esterTaken and Sem esterA ccepted. Be­
fore performing the selection, we first perform a join operation on the folders PhD- 
S td s (P h D A c c e p tL e tte r )  and P hD S td s(P h D Q E R esu lt) , (or, equivalently, the join 
operation is first applied on frame instances of different frame tem plates within the 
folder). □
P ro p o s it io n  6.5: Let f be a folder and let P  be a predicate clause.
(i) If P  is (~>P'), then crp (f) =  f  -  crp((f).
(ii) If P  is (Pi A  P2), then ap(t) =  crPi (f) n <r^(f).
(iii) If P  is (P i V P2), then <rp (f) =  a Pi (f) U (f).
The following proposition says th a t select operators commute.
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P ro p o s it io n  6 .6 : Let f be a folder and let P\ and P2 be two predicates. Then
The following asserts th a t select is distributive over the binary boolean operations 
U ,  PI and — for folders.
P ro p o s it io n  6.7: Let fi and f2 be two folders. Let f3  be U ,  f l ,  or —. Then, 
* P{U(X2) = <rP(h)P<rP{ f2).
6 .5  C lass 5: R e s tru c tu r in g  O p e ra to rs
As suggested by the non-first-normal-form (N F 2) relational algebra [1, 4, 28, 54, 67, 
74], there are two operators th a t are useful in dealing with set-valued attributes: 
nest and unnest. Consider the folder f containing the three frame instances shown in 
Figure 12.
 ________________________ /  i \
Sender Brooks
Receiver
Adams
Doe
Jones
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
Sender Brooks
Receiver Robin
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
From Robin
Receiver Peters
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
Figure 12: A folder containing three frame instances
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Then nesting f  over a ttribu te  R ece iv er, denoted *7ReceiTer(f)> yields a new folder g, 
containing two frame instances shown in Figure 13. Thus, the remaining attributes 
(excluding the a ttribu te  R ece iv er) of the frame instances in the folder must be iden­
tical in order for them  to be nested within the folder; th a t is, the frame instances 
must be of the same type.
Sender Brooks
Receiver
Adams
Doe
Jones
Robin
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
From Robin
Receiver Peters
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
Figure 13: Result of nesting the folder of Figure 12 over a ttrib u te  R ece iv er
The precise syntax and semantics of the nest operator are given below (recalling tha t 
f(F ) represents the subset of frame instances in f over the same tem plate F):
D e fin itio n  6 .8 : Let f be a folder and let A be the a ttrib u te  over which rj is to 
be applied. Let T  =  {F i, F 2, . . . ,  F n} be the set of frame tem plates associated with 
f. For each F  =  (A i(T i), A2 (T 2 ) , . . .  ,A*(T&)} G T  where there exists Aj  for some 
j ,  1 <  j  <  k such th a t A =  Aj, let /? =  F  — (Aj(Tj)}. For each w G 7rja(f(F)), let 
Vu, =  {fi[kj]\fi G f(F ) A  fi(/3) =  w} . 15 (Recall th a t ^[Aj] represents the value V  in the
15VW is the set of all the A-values of the frame instances in f(F) that agree on the attributes in /?.
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pair <  Aj, V  >  of fi.) Define 7?A(f(F )) =  is a frame instance over F , t(fl) = w for 
some w £ 7r/3(f(F )), t[kj] = \/w). Then the semantics of the nest operator is given by
= u F6> A(f(F » ).
The following states th a t nest operators do not necessarily commute.
P ro p o s it io n  6 .8 : The following equality does not always hold:
7?A17?A2 ( f ) =  7?A27?A1 ( f )
for any folder f and two attributes Ai and A2 in the frame tem plates associated with 
f.
P ro o f: Consider the following folder f containing information about memos kept 
in the CIS departm ent.
 ___________________________________________/  f  \
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom CIS
DeptTo EE
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom EE
DeptTo CIS
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom CIS
DeptTo CIS
The result of »7DeptF1:oin»?DeptTo(f) yields the folder g =
'  r ~ N i
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom EE
DeptTo CIS
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom CIS
DeptTo CISEE
The result of »7DeptTo??DeptFroin(f) yields the folder h =
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom CIS
DeptTo EE
DeptKept CIS
DeptFrom CISEE
DeptTo CIS
Clearly, g ^  h.
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The unnest (//) operator, when applied to a  frame instance tha t is nested over 
some a ttribu te  A, will generate a set of frame instances th a t are flat over a ttrib u te  A. 
For example, consider again the folder f in Figure 1 2 . Then unnesting f over a ttribu te  
R ece iv er, denoted MReceiverC0? yields a new folder g =
Sender B rooks
R eceiver A dam s
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiver D o e
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiver Jones
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiver R obin
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
From R obin
R ece iv er Peters
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
The precise syntax and semantics of the unnest operator are given below.
D e fin itio n  6.9: Let f be a folder and let A be the a ttribu te  over which // is to be 
applied. Let fi  G f be a frame instance over F  =  {< Ai(Ti), A2 (T2) , . . . ,  Afc(Tfc) >}. 
We define fiA{{fi}) by considering the following two cases:
1. A =  Aj for some j , 1 <  j  <  k. Let fi = F  — { A ( T ) } .  Then nA({fi}) = {t\t is a 
frame instance over F , i[A] € ,/i[A]A t(fi) =  fi(fi)}-
2. A Aj for all j  (i.e., A is not f i ’s attribute). Then PA{{fi}) =  {fi}]
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The semantics of the unnest operator is given by
M f ) =  U W W ) ) -
fief
The following asserts th a t unnest is distributive over the union operator for folders.
P ro p o s it io n  6.9: Let fi and f2 be two folders. Then, /«A(fi U f2) =  ^ A(fi) U fiA(f2). 
P ro o f : fiA(fj) U ^ A(f2) =  f
=  {t|(3yi G f i ) ( f i  is over  a  frame tem plate F ) (<(F - 
G f2)(/i is over  a frame tem plate F)(Z(F — A) 
f '  =  {t|(3./i such th a t (fi G fi V fi  G f2))  A ( t (F  — A) =
=  ^ A(^i u f 2).
The following states th a t unnest operators commute.
P ro p o s it io n  6 . 1 0 : //A A*a (f) =  MA;2^ Al(f) f°r any folder f and two a ttribu tes Ai and
A2 in the tem plates associated with f.
P ro o f : This property follows readily from the definition of nest:  ^ A2 ^ Al(f)
=fiA2 ( { ( < | ( 3 y i  G f)(<(F -  At ) =  f i (F  -  A, A  t[A j  € ^[Ax])})
=  {i'|3< G { ( t \ (3f i  G  f) ( i(F  -  hi) =  f i (F  -  AX A  t[hi]  G  f i[hi])}\  i '(F  -  A2) =
• A) =  f i ( F  -  A) A <[A] =  /»[A])}U 
=  f i ( F - h ) A t ( h ] = f i ( h ] ) } .
= f i ( F - h ) A t ( A } = f i [ h } ) }
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t ( F  — A2 A ^[A2] £ t [A2])}
=  {t'\3 t € {(<|(3/i e  f)(<(F -  a2) =  j i(F  -  a 2 A <[a2] g 7*[a2])}| t'(F  -  a x) =  
t ( F - A 1 At ' [A1] e t [ h 1})}
=  /iAi ({(*|(3./S € f)(<(F -  A2 ) =  £ (F  -  A2 A t[A2] € fi[Aa])})
=  ^ A/ A 2(f )- D
The following says th a t projection commutes w ith unnest.
P ro p o s it io n  6.11: Let f be a folder and let A be the a ttribu te  over which fi is 
to  be applied. Let S  — {Ai,. . . ,  Aa} where kj is an a ttribu te  of type T j £ T .  Then,
=  MA(7rs (f ))-
P ro o f: If A 0  S ,  the result is trivially true.
Otherwise, note tha t for any fi £  f, tts (^a ({./*})) ~  AtA({./*(<S)})* Thus,
=  *s U^ef (/^a ({7*})) (by definition 6.9) 
s i^ x d f i} ) )  (by proposition 6.4)
= u
= Ufief »A({f i (S)})
=  {/*($)}) (by proposition 6.9)
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The following proposition says th a t if a  frame instance fi  is unnested over attribu te  
A and then the resulting frame instances are nested over the same a ttrib u te  (or visa 
versa), the result is {fi}.
P ro p o s it io n  6 .12: Let fi be a frame instance over F  and let A be the  attribu te  
over which y  and r] are applied. Then
(j) v ^ { { f i } )  =  W ;  
( i i )  » k Vk ( { f i } )  =  i f i } -
P ro o f: We show (i) only. The result follows immediately by observing th a t t?a (ma ({./*})) 
=  r)k ({t\t is a frame instance over F , f[A] G ^[A]A i(F  — {A}) =  f i (F — {A})}) =  {^}.D
However, the  same result does not hold for folders, as indicated in the following 
proposition.
P ro p o s it io n  6.13: There exists a folder f and a nested a ttribu te  A in some tem ­
plate associated with f such that
0 ) »/A/*A(f ) # f ;
(ii) MA*?A(f ) # f -
P ro o f: We show (i) only, (ii) can be proved similarly. Consider the R ece iv er
a ttrib u te  in the folder of Figure 12. /hieceiverW —
Sender Brooks
R eceiver D o e
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiv er A dam s
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiv er Jones
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Sender B rooks
R eceiver R obin
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
From R obin
R eceiver P eters
Subject Sem inar
M tgD ate 0 6 /1 3 /9 2
Applying ?/Receiver to the above result gives
From Robin
Receiver Peters
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
Sender Brooks
Receiver
Adams
Doe
Jones
Robin
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 06/13/92
which is not equal to f.
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6 . 6  C lass 6 : P a th  N o ta t io n  O p e ra to r
Recall th a t a composite a ttribu te  A is an a ttribu te  which contains a collection of a t­
tributes {Bi,B2, . . .  ,Bm} for some integer m  where B,- is of type T,- € T , 1 <  i <  m. 
Each of the B,-’s is a  component a ttribu te  of A. Such aggregation [90] (i.e., an a t­
tribu te  is a collection of other attributes) allows the user to either gradually decom­
pose objects into their detailed components or to aggregate them into higher-level 
objects. Often, path-notation [9, 82, 8 6 ] is used in referencing values of particu­
lar components of composite attributes. If the aggregation hierarchy becomes very 
deep, path-notation becomes tedious. For example, in order to reference the val­
ues for the attributes MtgDate and M tgPlace of the frame instance shown in Figure 
6 , two path-notations are needed (one for each a ttribu te). The path-notation for 
MtgDate is M tgD escription.M tgD ay.M tgD ate. The path-notation for M tgPlace is 
M tg D escrip tio n . P lace. Instead of using path-notation, a powerful operator called 
highlight is introduced which allows users to highlight certain components of compos­
ite a ttributes directly without specifying any paths.
Let fi  =  {< Aj,Vi > , . . . , <  A,-, 1^  > , . . . , <  hi,Vi >} be a  frame instance. 
Suppose hi is a composite a ttribute. Let yd be a  subset of the descendant attributes 
of A,-. The minimal cover of fi, denoted by fimin, is defined to be a subset of fi (i.e.,
fim in  ^  f i )  S U C h  t h a t :
1 . every element in fi — fimin is a descendant of an element in fimin and,
2 . no element of fi . is a descendant of any other element in fi . .• m»n ** ' m tn
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The /3min is well-defined because there exists a unique subset th a t satisfies the condi­
tions 1 and 2 above. The /3-value of fi  with respect to A,-, denoted by fin fifi), is the 
frame instance {< Bj,  Wj > | B j  € fimin, Wj C dom(Bj)  is the component value of Bj in 
y*[A,-],l <  j  < |£ mJ } -
Exam ple 6.4: Refer to  the  frame instance shown in Figure 6. Consider the  a ttribu te  
M tgD escrip tion . Then each of the attributes M tgD ay,M tgPlace,Synopsis,M tgD ate, 
and MtgTime is a descendant attribu te  of M tgD escrip tion . Let fi be the subset 
{MtgDay, MtgTime, M tgPlace}. Then fimin is the  subset {MtgDay,MtgPlace}. □
Definition 6.10: Let f be a  folder and let A be a composite a ttrib u te  of type T. 
Let fi contain any subset of the descendant attributes of A. Then highlighting f on 
attribu te  A onto fi, denoted by j A (f), yields the folder {fii,{fi)\fi £ f}-
E x a m p le  6.5: Suppose th a t there is a folder f containing the frame instance in 
Figure 6 . Then n . *. (f), returns a folder g =5  'MtgDe8c r x p t io n { H tg D ateM tg P lace )V h  5
___________________/  g \
MtgDate 06/10/92
MtgPlace Cullimore 504
□
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6.7 Class 7: A ggregate Operators
Class 7 includes five aggregate operators: count, sum, avg, min, and max. These op­
erators take a set of frame instances (a folder) as an argument and produce a single 
value as a  result. Their syntax and semantics are described as follows.
D efinition 6.11: Let f be a folder and let T =  {F l , . . . , F n} be a  set of tem plates 
associated with f. The syntax for an aggregate operator o on a ttribu te  A of f is 04(f), 
where A £ F j for some j ,  1 <  j  <  n. (Except for the count operator, the domain of 
A must be reals or integers.) Let S  be the frame instances fi  in the folder f where fi  
has the a ttribu te  A. (Recall tha t fi[A] represents the value V  in the pair <  A, V  > of 
fi.)  The semantics of the five operators are given below.
1 . countA(f) =  |S |.
2 . sumA(f) =  T,fi£Sfi[A] if l^l >  0 , or sumA(f) =  0  if |5 | =  0 .
3. avgA(f) = (1 / |S |)E ^ 6 S^[A] if |S | >  0 , or avgA(f) is undefined if |S | =  0 .
4. maxA(f) =  m axfiesfi[A] if |5 | >  0.
5. minA(f) =  m in fiesfi[h] if |5 | >  0, or ' „ (r) is undefined if |5 | =  0.
An aggregate can be calculated independently from the rest of the query and then 
simply replaced by its value.
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Exam ple 6 .6 : Consider the folder organization shown below.
Faculty
Name Bill Blake
Degree.
Obtained
PhD
Institution Columbia Univ.
Area.O f.
Specialization
Programming
Languages
Prev_Position A sst Prof.
Prev.Salary 60,000
Position.
Selected
Assoc. Prof.
/ Blake
Department CIS
Name BUI Blake
Country Sweden
Visa.Status H_1
Start.Date 01/01/93
Duration
Dec. 20,92 
thru
Dec. 19,95
Salary 70,000
Position Assoc, ftof.
y Jones
Name Joe Jones
Degree.
Obtained PhD
Institution Syracuse Univ.
A rea.O f.
Specialization
Computer
Networking
Prev.Position Consultant
Prev.Salary 45,000
Position.
Selected
A sst Prof.
Smith
Name Steve J. Smith
Degree.
Obtained
PhD
Institution Rutgers Univ.
A rea.O f.
Specialization
Database
Prev.Position Assoc. Prof.
Prev.Salary 80,000
Position.
Selected
Prof.
Department CIS
Name Steve J. Smith
Country Zimbabwe
Visa.Status H_1
Start.Date 09/01/91
Duration
Aug. 21,91 
thru
Aug. 20,94
Salary 120,000
Position Prof.
Department CIS
Name Joe Jones
Country USA
Visa Status Citizen
Start.Date 09/01/90
Duration
Aug. 15,90 
thru
Aug. 14,93
Salary 50,000
Position Asst. Prof.
Then, coimtSalary(Faculty) =  3. sum Salary( Faculty) =  240,000.
a U 0 S a i a r y ( F a C u l t y )  =  8 0 >0 0 0 - m<za:S a l a r y ( F a C u l t y )  =  1 2 0 >0 0 0 -
m *n Salary(FaCu|ty) =  50,000. □
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We now conclude this chapter by formally defining Z>_algebra.
D efinition 6.12: The X>_algebra over T ,  T>, dom ,'D t'H ,TO , and 0  is the 7-tuple
T>A = < T,T> , dom,'Dt'H ,T O , 0 , 0  >  where:
o T  =  {T i, T 2 , T n} is a finite set of a ttribu te  types;
® V  =  {Di, D2 , . . . ,  D/} is a finite set of domains;
© dom is a to tal function tha t associates each atomic a ttribu te  type T  £ 7" with 
a domain dom{T) in T>;
0 T>tT-l is the document type hierarchy comprising a  finite set of frame templates;
0 T O  is the folder organization comprising a finite set of folders;
0 0 =  { < , < , > , > , = ,  7 ,^ C ,  C ,  3 ,  D, £ , ^} is a set of comparators over domains 
in V;
0 O is the set of operators U , n , — , 7r , 7? ,^ ,tx i,p ,7 , count, sum, avg,m in, and max 
using attribu tes of a ttribu te  types in T , a  using comparators in 0 ,  and the 
logical connectives A, V,
CHAPTER 7
EVALUATING THE X>_ALGEBRA UN DER THE GIVEN FORMAL 
MODEL
A reasonable question to ask at this point is the following: Based on the query algebra, 
will TE X P R O S behave according to the user’s perceptions in retrieving information 
from  the user’s personal filing system, under the proposed form al model? Restated, 
the question is: Is the "D-Algebra powerful enough to express all queries o f interest 
fo r TEXPRO S?  An answer to this question immediately calls for an evaluation of the 
XLalgebra.
An integral part of this research is the examination of the algebra’s expressive 
power. The relational algebra and calculus of Codd [19] are often used as models of 
a query language, i.e., each of them  is considered as a minimum set of operations 
th a t every query language should have. They were proposed in [20] as a  reference 
for measuring the “completeness” of query languages. The completeness notion has 
indeed a ttrac ted  many discussions. Paredaens [75] and Bancilhorn [6 ] present a formal 
study of the relational algebra tha t characterizes completeness. Paredaens shows 
th a t if U  is the union of all domains of relations of a given database, the relational 
algebra is complete in the sense th a t it can express all relations tha t can be defined 
on U. Bancilhorn points out th a t the output of queries should preserve symmetry 
among the  elements in the database. T h a t is, a  mapping which is an automorphism 16
16An automorphism is a renaming of the values in the active domain that leaves the database 
instance invariant [5].
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on the database should leave the output unchanged. Since then, the question of 
the expressive power of the relational (and extended relational) algebra has been 
addressed (e.g., [3, 14, 40, 50]).
This chapter addresses the  question of the expressive power of 2?_algebra rel­
ative to its operation on the objects of the 2?_model. We show th a t a subset of 
the D_algebra is more expressive than  the relational algebra. A formal definition of 
the relational algebra is given first in section 7.1. In section 7.2, we prove tha t the 
2?_algebra is as expressive as the relational algebra. Examples are given to  show what 
the D_algebra can do and the relational algebra cannot do in section 7.3. Section 7.4 
discusses some significant differences between the X>_model and the relational model.
7.1 The R elational Algebra
D e fin itio n  7.1[66, 96]: Let U =  {Ai, A2 , . . . ,  Au) be afin ite  universal set of attributes. 
Let D be a finite set of domains and let dom  be a total function from U to  D. Let 
R =  {f?i, R 21 • • •, be a  finite set of distinct relation schemes, where R{ C U, 1 <  
i < p. Let d =  {ri,  r 2, . . . ,  rp} be a finite set of relations such th a t r,- is a  relation 
on Ri, 1 < i < p. The relational algebra over U,D,dom,R,d, © is the  7-tuple 1Z =  
<  U, D, dom, R, d ,Q ,0  >  where 0  =  { < , < , > ,  > ,  = , 7 }^ is a  set of comparators over 
domains in D, and O is the set of operators union,difference,cartesian product, project, 
and renaming using attributes in U, and select using comparators in 0 .
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7.2 R e d u c in g  R e la tio n a l A lg e b ra  to  2>_Algebra
In this section we define a  subset of the 2?_algebra and show th a t it is at least as ex­
pressive as the  relational algebra in a  restricted sense. The £>_algebra is restricted to 
the subset T>A~ consisting of renaming, union, difference, cartesian product, project, 
and select. The unnest and nest are excluded because relational algebra expressions 
only reference single-valued attributes. Unlike the relational algebra, used in model­
ing enterprises, the XLalgebra is m ainly for office environments. Thus, we will only 
focus on schemes th a t are meaningful in such a domain.
D e fin itio n  7.2: A set S  of attribu tes is meaningful if there exists a folder orga­
nization T O  such th a t for any A £ S ,  A belongs to a frame tem plate F  of some folder 
in T O .
T h e o re m  7.1: If E R is a relational algebra expression against scheme R  over a 
meaningful set S  of attributes, then there exists an equivalent expression E D in V A ~  
against scheme F  over S .
P ro o f: The proof is by induction on the operators in E R. In the basis step, we 
construct an equivalent D-model schema F  and dem onstrate the case of 0  operators. 
In the induction step, we provide a translation for each operator of the relational 
algebra.
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1. Basis Step: E R has 0  operators. This is straightforward. We construct a 
©.model schema F  from the relation scheme R  as follows. Each relation scheme 
R  becomes a frame tem plate F  where attributes of F  are atomic and single­
valued. Each folder is on a single frame template.
2. Induction Step: Assume the theorem  holds for any relational algebra expression 
w ith fewer than k operators. Let E R have k operators. We provide a translation 
for each operator of relational algebra, and construct E D from E R as follows:
(a) (attribute renaming)-. E R =  <^Ai Az A _ Bib2 b has less than 
k operators. Then E D = Pkik  ^ A _ Bj Bz B (-£?!), where E[ denotes a 
2?.algebra expression th a t is equivalent to the relational algebra expression 
E i .
(b) (union)-. E R =  E\ U  E i  is equivalent to E[ U  E '2 where E\ denotes a 
© .algebra expression th a t is equivalent to relational algebra expression Ei.
(c) (difference): E R =  E\ — E 2 is equivalent to E[ — E 2 where E\ denotes a 
© .algebra expression th a t is equivalent to relational algebra expression Ei.
(d) (cartesian product): E R =  E\ x i ?2 is equivalent to E [ x E '2 where E\ denotes 
a ©^algebra expression th a t is equivalent to relational algebra expression 
Ei.
(e) (projection): E R = irklka A (F i)  is equivalent to  7rA a a (F [).
(f) (selection): E R =  a p(E \)  is equivalent to crp{E'1). □
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7.3 E x a m p le s  sh o w in g  th e  E x p re ss iv en e ss  o f th e  © .A lg e b ra  o v e r th e
R e la tio n a l A lg e b ra
Note tha t since the © .m odel doesn’t have the notion of keys, foreign keys, functional 
dependencies, or referential integrity, the above translation becomes quite straight­
forward. Also note th a t the reverse direction of the above theorem  does not hold, 
because in general when frame tem plates are m apped to first normal form  ( INF)  rela­
tion schemas17, they may have certain undesirable properties. The following examples 
illustrate some problems th a t may arise when transforming folders into relations.
Example 7.1 shows how transforming folders into relations may constitu te a  bad 
relational database design.
E x a m p le  7.1: Consider the folder Jones shown in Figure 14. This folder is associated 
with two frame tem plates: P h D Q E A p p lic a tio n F o rm  and P h D Q E R e s u l t .  In the 
folder, there is one frame instance for Jones’ qualifying examination application form. 
This frame instance is of the type P h D Q E A p p lic a tio n F o rm . There are two frame 
instances of the type P h D Q E R e su lt ,  one for the first tim e th a t he sat for the exam 
in Fall 1992 and passed conditionally and the other for the second tim e th a t he took 
it in Spring 1993 and passed. Note tha t Joe Jones’ address had changed by Spring 
1993.
17A  relation schema R  =  {Ai, A2 , . . . ,  A „ }  is in f i r s t  n o r m a l  f o r m  if every attribute A,- £ R  is 
atomic.
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StdName Joe Jones
ExamTime Fall 92
FirstChoice Software Engineering
SecomdChoice Compiling Systems Design
Sender P. A. Ng
StdCd S003
Receiver Joe Jones
ReceiverAddr
Street 283 King St
City Newark
State NJ
Zip 07102
CoursesRetaken none
NoticeDate 04/27/93
SemTaken Spring 93
Outcome Pass
Recommendation Seek Advisor and work on proposal
CC J. McHugh, Y. Perl, M. Turoff
Jones
Sender P. A. Ng
StdCd F007
Receiver Joe Jones
ReceiverAddr
Street 21 Main St
City Belleville
State NJ
Zip 07109
CoursesRetaken
PL
OS- "
DB"
NoticeDate 11/20/92
SemTaken Fall 92
Outcome Conditional
Recommendation Retake PL, OS and 
DB
CC J. McHugh, Y. Perl, M. Turoff
Figure 14: A qualifying examination folder for the Phd student Jones
Figure 15 shows two IN F relations th a t are a result of transforming the  folder Jones 
into the relational model. In this transform ation, every composite a ttrib u te  is broken 
down into its indivisible atomic attributes and the value of any a ttrib u te  in a tuple is 
a  single value from the domain of th a t attribu te . Hence, the a ttribu te  ReceiverAddr 
is broken down into the attributes S t r e e t ,  C i ty ,  S t a t e  and Z ip, and, the nested 
a ttribu te  CoursesRetaken is flattened so th a t its value is always a  single value for 
any tuple in the resulting relation.
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Jones_PhD_QE_Result
Sender StdCd Receiver Street City State Zip ----- CoursesRetaken ----- CC
P. A.Ng F007 Joe Jones 21 Main St Belleville NJ 07109 ----- PL ----- J. McHugh, V. Perl, M. 1111011
P. A. Ng F007 Joe Jones 21 Main St Belleville NJ 07109 ----- OS ----- J. McHugh, Y. Perl, M. Turoff
P. A.Ng F007 Joe Jones 21 Mam St Belleville NJ 07109 ----- DB ----- J. McHugh, Y. Perl, M. Turoff
P. A. Ng S003 Joe Jones 183 King St Newark NJ 07102 ----- none ----- J. McHugh, Y. Perl, M. Turoff
Jones_PhD_QE_Application_Form
StdName ExamTime FirstChoice SecondChoice
Joe Jones Fall 92 Software Engineering Compiling Systems Design
Figure 15: A transformation of the folder Jones into two IN F relations
This transform ation constitutes a bad relational database design. Consider the rela­
tion Jones_PhD_QE_Result. We can see some problems here:
1 . Redundancy: The address of the student (receiver in this case) is repeated for 
each tuple. If the a ttribu te  CC was nested (i.e., if it contained a set of three 
faculty members instead of string characters) then this relation would contain 
twelve tuples!
2. Potential inconsistency:
(a) Update anomalies: Since there is an update operation in the relational 
model, one may want to update the address in the first three tuples in 
order to m aintain consistency on the address. However, the user may
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inadvertently update the address only in one of the tuples while leaving 
it fixed in the other tuples. This leaves the database stating the fact that 
Jones had different addresses within the same semester.
(b) Deletion anomalies: If we delete all of the courses retaken by the student 
from the relation and only keep the  tuple th a t shows the final pass outcome 
for the student, we may inadvertently leave some of the tuples in the 
relation (i.e., we did not completely delete the first three tuples throughout 
the case). □
Example 7.2 illustrates th a t the D_algebra can capture certain sem antic meaning 
which cannot be captured by the relational algebra according to the user’s perception 
and the way information is stored.
E x a m p le  7 .2: Consider the folder Memo shown in Figure 16. The folder contains 
four memos th a t were w ritten on the same date. There are two Call fo r  P & T meeting 
memos; one w ritten to  Bill Blake and the other copied to three persons as the receivers 
of this memo. One of the memos is a legal document w ritten to John Smith regarding 
his term ination from the PhD program. The last memo, copied to two persons, 
regards a book chapter publication deadline.
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.X M em o
Sender R eceiver Subject Date
FN am e LN am e FNam e L N am e
John D oe
John Sm ith C all for P& T 
m eeting 11/20/92M ary P othJam es Jones
Sender FN am e John
LN am e D oe
R eceiver FN am e Bill
L N am e B lake
Subject C all fo r P& T  m eeting
D ate 11/20/92
Sender FN am e John
L N am e D oe
R eceiver FN am e John
LN am e Sm ith
Subject Term ination  from  PhD  program
D ate 11/20/92
Sender R eceiver Subject D ate
FN am e LN am e F N am e L N am e
John D oe John Sm ith B ook chapterpublication
deadline
11/20/92
M ary Poth
Figure 16: A folder Memo containing four memos
Assume th a t John Doe remembers th a t he copied a memo to  John Smith and 
Mary Poth regarding a  call for P &T meeting and tha t he also wrote the  same memo 
to Bill Blake. However, he thinks tha t he may not have reminded all the  members 
who are on the P&T  committee about the meeting. He knows th a t there could be 
other persons, who as a  group, received the same memo th a t he copied to  John Smith 
and Mary Poth. He needs to  know who these persons are so he can send the memo 
to  the rest of the members tha t have not received it. John Doe’s query, Which other 
persons received the copy o f the memo, regarding a call fo r P& T meeting, in which 
John Smith and M ary Poth are the receivers, will be handled as follows in ZLalgebra:
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Let f =
^ R e c e iv e r  (^ R e c e iv e r R6CGXVGX3{ J o h n  S m i t h , M a r y Poih}ASubject= Call for P&T meerm<7^ em° ^
/
Receiver
FName John
LName Smith
Receiver
FName Mary
LName Poth
Receiver
FName James
LName Jones
Let g =  cr.R ece iv ers  John Smith v Receiver=M orU Poth (f) =
/
Receiver
FName John
LName Smith
Receiver
FName Mary
LName Poth
The result is the folder h =  f—g =
Receiver
FName James
LName Jones
which is exactly what is needed.
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Figure 17 shows a IN F relation th a t is a result of transforming the folder Memo 
into the relational model. In this transform ation, there is no connection between the 
receivers John Smith, M ary Poth and James Jones who, as a group, received the same 
copy of the memo. An independent tuple is constructed for each of these receivers.
Memo
SFName SLName RFName FLName Subject Date
John Doe John Smith Call for P&T meeting 11/20/92
John Doe Mary Poth Call for P&T meeting 11/20/92
John Doe James Jones Call for P&T meeting 11/20/92
John Doe Bill Blake T a ll for P&T meeting 11/20/92
John Doe John Smith Termination from PhD program 11/20/92
John Doe John Smith Book chapter publication deadline 11/20/92
John Doe Mary Poth Book chapter publication deadline 11/20/92
Figure 17: A transform ation of the folder Memo into a IN F relation
The relational algebra cannot capture the semantic meaning th a t these three receivers 
are intended to be treated  as a group and not individually. The same query cannot 
be expressed in relational algebra. □
In addition, the 7?-algebra has more expressive power than  the relational algebra 
because of additional operations such as aggregate functions.
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E x a m p le  7.3: Let R =  {Ai,. . . ,  A,-,. . . ,  A„} be a relation schema. Assume that 
dom(Ai) =  Real. Let r be a relation on R . Then the aggregate operations such 
as su m A (r), avgA (r ), and so forth, cannot be done since the relational algebra is not 
a many-sorted} 8 algebra. Relational algebra requires all database objects, and thus 
all query inputs and outputs, to  be sets. All relational algebra operations take one 
or two relations as input and produce a  new relation as their result.
In the  .algebra, aggregate operations can be treated inside the model and 
need not be introduced as a query language extension to the model. The algebra can 
serve as a high-level query language. Consequently, we could say th a t the XLalgebra 
is a practically usable query language with precisely defined semantics. □
7.4 D iffe ren ces  B e tw een  th e  T>-M odel a n d  th e  R e la tio n a l M o d e l
In light of evaluating the X>_algebra relative to  the relational algebra, it is worthy to 
m ention some significant differences between the ZLmodel and the relational model.
7 .4 .1  T h e  R e la tio n a l M o d e l
The set-theoretic relation is the m athem atical concept th a t underlies the  relational 
model. A relation is any subset of the Cartesian product of one or more domains. 
The members of a relation are called tuples. A relation is viewed as a table, where
18In a many-sorted algebra, the algebraic structures are not necessarily of the same type (or 
so r t)  [98].
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each row is a tuple and each column corresponds to one component. The columns 
are given names called attributes. The set of a ttribu te  names for a relation is called a 
relation schema. Each a ttribu te  A in a  relation schema is the name of a role played by 
some domain D  in the relation schema. D  is called the domain of A and is denoted by 
dom{A). If R  is a relation schema comprising the set of attribu tes Ax, A2 , . . . ,  Ak, then 
a relation r on R , denoted by r(R ), is a finite set of fc-tuples { t i , • • •, tn} where each 
&-tuple t{, 1 <  i <  n, is over R . (A tuple is considered as a set of < attribute,value>  
pairs, where each pair gives the value of the mapping from an a ttrib u te  A,- to a 
value Vi from dom(A,).) A relational database schema S' is a  set of relation schemas 
S  =  { R x , R 2, . . .  , R m} and a set of integrity constraints IC . A relational database 
(or relational database instance) D B  of S’ is a  set of relations D B  =  {rx, r 2, . . . ,  rm) 
such th a t r t- is a relation on R,-, 1 <  i < m . The set IC  of integrity constraints 
is introduced as a tool for improving the description of the application of interest 
by means of a relational database. Constraints of specific forms (keys, functional 
dependencies, referential integrity or subset dependencies) are used to evaluate the 
quality of a  database schema and to suggest its decomposition.
The relational algebra is a collection of operations tha t are used to  m anipulate 
relations. The result of each operation is a  new relation, which can be further manip­
ulated by the relational algebra operations. The binary set theoretic operators union 
(U), intersection (fl) and difference (—) of the relational algebra are applied only to 
union-compatible relations. The relational algebra omits set comparison operators in
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the predicate clause of a selection operation. This is because a  value v of a ttribu te  A 
is not considered as a subset of the domain of A but as an element of the domain of 
A.
7 .4 .2  T h e  T L M odel
In contrast, the  'D_model is a dual model which describes a user’s document filing sys­
tem  as the tuple <  'D{H,TO  > , which is an organization of the of the document type 
hierarchy and the folder organization. The D  .algebra includes a family of operators 
which together comprise the fundamental query language for the Z>_model.
T h e  D o c u m e n t T y p e  H ie ra rch y
The T>t'H describes the frame tem plates and the is-a relationships among them. The 
concept of the frame tem plate corresponds to the notion of the schema in the relational 
model, albeit the significant differences. A ttributes in a frame tem plate can either 
be atomic or composite. Ability to define composite attributes gives the designer 
flexibility of defining frame templates a t different levels of detail. Besides, a value v 
of an a ttrib u te  A is considered not as an element of the domain of A, but rather, as 
a  subset of the domain of A. This enables the XLmodel to capture the  notion th a t a 
value can be treated  as a group of elements and not always as an individual element.
The frame tem plates in the document type hierarchy are connected through 
the is-a relationship. Note that relation schemas of the relational model are connected
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through the  referential integrity constraint (or subset dependencies). The notion of 
referential integrity comes as a result of keys and functional dependencies. There is 
no notion of keys and functional dependencies in the Z>_model.
The Folder Organization
The T O  corresponds to the actual contents of folders and the depends-on relationships 
between them . Unlike a relation which is associated with precisely one schema, a 
folder can be associated with several frame templates. Intuitively, a folder can thus 
be viewed as a relational database. Formally, let 7?.= { R i , R 2, . . .  , R n }  be a finite set 
of relation schemas. A folder can map into { r i , r 2, . . .  , r n} where r; is a relation on 
R , e  n ,  1 < i < n. This is illustrated as follows. Consider a  folder f consisting 
of several frame instances. Assume th a t f is associated w ith the  finite set of frame 
tem plates Then, each frame tem plate F ; € T  can map into
a relation schema R ;, 1 <  i < n. Each frame instance fi over F,- can map into one 
or more tuples, each over relation schema R,-, depending on whether there are nested 
attributes with respect to fi. Furthermore, the frame instances of the same frame 
tem plate from different folders are mapped into different relations.
The folders in a folder organization are connected through the depends-on 
relationship. If the existence of a folder f depends on the existence of a folder g, then 
f is a subset of g. There is no such relationship among relations in the relational 
model.
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T h e  22_algebra
The 22-algebra is a many-sorted algebra. It includes aggregate operators which map 
folders to  numeric values. In the relational algebra, all the algebraic structures are of 
the same type (the set). Aggregate operators, which map a set into a numeric value, 
are not a  part of the relational algebra.
One interesting phenomenon is the predicate clause of the selection operation. 
The predicate P  can span several frame tem plates of a folder. This is of course due 
to the way we define a  folder (as a heterogeneous set of frame instances). Recall tha t 
a folder can map into a relational database. A predicate P  in the relational algebra is 
not applied to the relational database (a set of relations possibly on different relation 
schemas) bu t to a relation which is defined on precisely one schema. In addition, set 
comparison operators in a predicate clause of a relational algebraic operation would 
be om itted since set-valued a ttributes are disallowed in the relational model.
Note also tha t the definition of a folder autom atically extends the  notion of the 
set-theoretic operators U ,  fl, and —. Here, they are not restricted to union-compatible 
sets of frame instances.
CHAPTER 8
A LOGICAL APPROACH TO THE 2>_MODEL THEORY
A database can be considered from the viewpoint of logic in two different ways: 
either as a  model of a theory or as a theory [5]. These two approaches are called 
model-theoretic and proof-theoretic, respectively. In [81], Reiter discusses the model- 
theoretic and proof-theoretic characterizations of the relational database theory. In 
the model-theoretic approach, the database is viewed as a particular kind of first-order 
interpretation and queries are first-order formulas to be evaluated with respect to this 
interpretation. Liu and Sunderraman [62] view the relational database through the 
model-theoretic perspective to address the problem of representing disjunctive and 
maybe information. A model-theoretic approach defines a  three-valued logic [21], 
based on the truth-values (true, false, unknown) and denotes any occurrence of the 
value-unknown type, called a null value, by the special symbol u>. Figure 18 shows 
the tru th  tables for the three-valued logic.
X NOT(X)
true
false
unknown
false
true
unknown
AND true false unknown
true true false unknown
false false false false
unknown unknown false unknown
OR true false unknown
true true true true
false true false unknown
unknown true unknown unknown
Figure 18: Tables for three-valued logic
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The model-theoretic view of a  database has been criticized by several authors 
[35, 99] since it does not distinguish between several unknown values. For example, 
two unknown values for a faculty m em ber’s date of birth  and salary would be denoted 
by the symbol u> in some frame instance. Although these two unknown values are 
denoted by the same symbol, they cannot be treated as equal.
Reiter [80, 81] gives precise solutions to  some of the problems of the model- 
theoretic paradigm  on the basis of the  proof-theoretic view of databases with null 
values. The proof-theoretic approach views the database as a  set of well-formed 
formulas th a t constitute a first-order theory. In this approach, queries are first-order 
formulas th a t have to be proven given the database as premises. Reiter shows tha t 
the proof-theoretic approach provides clear formal semantics of null values. Here, 
the database is viewed as a class of first-order theories th a t incorporate the following 
assumptions:
1 . The domain closure assumption [79]. The individuals occurring in the database 
are all and the only existing individuals.
2. The unique name assumption [79]. Individuals with unique names are distinct.
3. The closed world assumption [78]. The only possible instances of the database 
are those implied by the database.
In this chapter, we first give an overview of first-order languages. We then 
provide a proof-theoretic characterization of the 2>_model. Finally we define the 
semantics of null values within the proof-theoretic paradigm of the 2 )_model.
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8.1 First-Order Languages
This section provides a brief overview of first-order languages as it relates to the work 
described in this dissertation. (A more detailed description of first-order languages 
may be found in [69].) A first-order language £  is a pair £  =  (.4, W ), where A  is 
an alphabet of symbols and W  is a set of well-formed formulas (wffs) th a t constitute 
the legal statem ents19 in the language and are specified using the symbols of A.  The 
symbols of A  includes a  collection of:
•  variables 
e constants
•  predicates
•  logical connectives: D (implies), A  (and), V (or), (not), =  (iff)
» quantifiers: V (universal), 3 (existential).
Using the symbols of A ,  the set W of wffs can be constructed as follows: 
e Every variable or constant in £  is a term.
c If P is an n-ary predicate symbol of A , and t\ ,  ^  ■ An are terms, then
P( t i , t 2 ) • • ■ itn) is an atomic formula. P ( t \ , t2, • ■ • An) is a ground formula  iff 
t\, t2, . . . ,  tn are all constants.
19i.e., they abide by the rules of the language.
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® Well-formed formulas are built inductively from the atomic formulas using 
parentheses, logical connectives and quantifiers as follows:
1. An atomic formula is a  well-formed formula (wff).
2. If F is a wff and a: is a variable, then (Vx)(F) and (3x)(F) are wffs.
3. If F and G are wffs, then so are (F V  G), (F A  G), (F D  G), (F =  G), and -iF.
4. All wffs of W  are defined by 1-3.
A closed wff is one th a t does not contain any free variable (i.e., it contains only 
quantified variables and constants).
8 .1 . 1  S e m a n tic s
This section provides the semantics of first-order languages. Precise meaning is as­
signed to each of the symbols of the alphabet A  of a  first-order language £  =  (*4, VW), 
and based on this assignment, t ruth values of wffs in W  are defined. Standard defi­
nitions (see, for example, [69, 80]) are used in describing the semantics of first-order 
languages.
D e fin itio n  8.1[69, 80]: Let £  =  (.A, W ) be a first-order language. An interpretation 
for £  is a triple /  =  <D ,K,E>  where
1 . D is a non-empty set of objects, called the domain of I, over which the variables 
of A  range.
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2 . K:{c\c is a constant of A }  — ► D. Thus K  is a mapping tha t assigns one ele­
ment of D  to each constant of A  (i.e., for each constant c of A , 7v(c) £ D).
3. E  is a mapping from the predicates of A  into sets of tuples of elements of 
D (i.e., for each rc-ary predicate symbol P  of A , E (P ) C  D n, where D n = 
{(xi,  x2, • • •, £ D, 1 <  i < n}). E(P) is called the extension  of P  in the
interpretation I.
8.2 A Proof-Theoretic Characterization o f the X>_Model
This section presents a first-order definition of the P_model. Prior to this, several 
notations and definitions are introduced first.
Let F  =  (Ai(Ti),  A2 (T2) , . . . ,  Am(Tm)} be a frame tem plate. A frame instance 
fi  over F  (or, we say a frame instance fi  of the type F ) is a set of attribute-value 
pairs {< Ai, Vi > , <  A2, V2 > , . . . , <  km,Vm >}, where kj is an a ttribu te  of F , and 
Vj C d o m (T j) ,l  < j  <  m. The notation F(x) is to represent th a t x  is a variable 
th a t ranges over the frame instances of the frame tem plate type F . We also use the 
notation F({ Vi, V2, . . . ,  V"m}) to denote the frame instance fi  of type F  if the attributes 
are clearly understood.
Let A be an a ttribu te  of type T. Let x  be a variable th a t ranges over the frame 
instances of the frame tem plate type F . Then T(y) is to  denote th a t y is a  value 
variable of an attribu te  type T. k (x ,y )  is to denote th a t <  A, y > is an attribute- 
value variable pair of x.
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For convenience, we use the following abbreviations:
o The notation (Vx/F)(VF) abbreviates (Vx)(F(x) D  W ). This is read, ’’for all 
x th a t are of type F , W  is the case” . The notation (3 x /F )(W ) abbreviates 
(3x)(F (x) A  VF). This is read, ’’there exists an x whose type is F  such th a t W  
is the case”.
© if x =  x i , . . . ,  x„ where xt- ( 1  <  i < n) is either a  variable or a function symbol, 
then W (x)  abbreviates W (x i , . . .  , x n), and (Vx)(VF(x)) abbreviates 
(Vxi) . . .  (Vxn) ( i y ( x i , . . . ,  x„)).
D e fin itio n  8 .2: Let F  and F ' be two frame tem plates. Let x be a variable tha t 
ranges over all the frame instances of type F . F  is-a F ' is specified by the wff
(Vx)[F(x) D F '(x)].
E x a m p le  8.1: Figure 7 illustrates the is-a relationship between the P u b lic a tio n s  
frame tem plate and the P ro c e e d in g s , B o o k _ C h a p te rs , T e c h n ica l_ R e p o rts  and
J o u rn a ls  frame templates. The semantics of this hierarchy can be specified by the 
following first-order wffs:
(V x)[Journals(x) D  P u b lica tio n s (x )]
(V x)[P roceedings(x) D  P u b lica tio n s(x )] 
(V x)[B ook_C hapters(x) D P u b lica tio n s (x )]
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(V x)[T echnical_R eports(x) D P u b lica tio n s(x )]
The following are some of the wffs th a t specify the disjointness property of these 
frame tem plates:
(V x)-i[Journals(x) A  P ro ceed in g s(x )]
(V x)-i[Journals(x) A  B o o k _ C h ap te rs(x )] 
(V x)-i[P roceedings(x) A  B o o k _ C h ap te rs(x )]
The following wff asserts tha t all P u b lic a tio n s  have a ttribu te  A uthors.
(V x/P ublications)(3y/iV am es)A uthors(x , y ).
The same can be w ritten as (V x)[P ub lica tions(x ) D [(3i/)(Names(j/)AAuthors(x, y))]. 
□
D efin itio n  8 .3  Let f be a folder and let F  be a frame tem plate. F  is associated with 
f, denoted by assoc-w ith(F j )  iff
(3x)[m em 6er(x,f) A  F(x)],
where m em ber(x , f) is to  denote th a t variable x is a member of f. T hat is, x is a 
variable which ranges over the frame instances of type F  in the folder f.
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D e fin itio n  8.4: Let f and g be two folders, f depends-on g, denoted by 
depends-on(1,g) iff
(V x)[m em ber(x,f) D m em ber(x,g)].
8 .2 .1  A  F ir s t - O rd e r  L an g u ag e
This section defines a proper subset of first-order languages as a precept of formally 
defining20 £>_Model databases within the framework of first-order logic.
D e fin itio n  8.5: Let C — (A ,W )  be a first-order language. £  is a "D-model language 
iff A  has the following properties:
1 . A  includes function21 symbols. Terms may now be defined recursively by
(a) Every variable or constant of A is a term .
(b) If /  is a function symbol, and t \ , . . .  , t n  are term s, then f ( t \ , . . .  ,f„) is a 
term.
2 . There are only finitely many constants in A ,  but at least one.
20In this dissertation, the first-order language is necessary only  for the theoretical reformulation 
of the 2)-model as a first-order theory. The language is not considered to be the fundamental query 
language for the D .model.
21A simple use of function symbols is to incorporate composite attributes into frame templates. 
Ullman [97] elaborates on the use of function symbols in the same way. For example, a memoran­
dum frame template could have the description M em o=  {Sender(FName,LName),Receiver(FName, 
LName),MemoDate(Month,Day,Year), Subject}. Here, M em o is a predicate symbol with the four 
terms Sender,Receiver,MemoDate and Subject. The first term, Sender, is a binary function sym­
bol applied to arguments FName and LName which represent the first and last name of a sender. 
The variables FName and LName will, in each frame instance of the frame template type M em o, be 
replaced by two appropriate constants.
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3. There is a finite set of predicates in A . Along with each predicate is associated 
an integer n >  0, its a rity , denoting the number of arguments it takes. (A 
constant will be treated as a predicate of arity zero [31].)
4. There is a  binary predicate E th a t functions as the equality relation. Let E 
be the equality predicate and x = x \ , . . . ,  x n and y = y \ , . . . ,  yn be sequences 
of terms. Then, E(x,?/) abbreviates E (x i,y i) A . . .  A E(a;n,?/n), and -iE(a;,?/) 
abbreviates - 'E (x \,y \)  A . . .  A ->E(:rn, yn).
5. Among the  predicates of A  is a distinguished nonempty subset of unary predi­
cates called frame templates.
D efinition 8.6: Let T> =  (.4, W) be a P_model language. A first-order theory T  
C VV of T> is a  D_model theory iff it satisfies the following properties22:
1. Assertions. Let f be a folder. Let =  {F i, F 2, . . . ,  'Fn\assoc-w ith (¥ i,i), 1 <  
i <  n}. For each F  =  {Ai(Ti), A2 (T2) , . . . ,  Ajt(Tfc)} 6 and any frame instance 
{< Ai, £ 1  > ,<  k2,X 2 >, -■• ,<  Ak,Xk >} E f, an axiom F f (<  xi ,  x 2, . . . ,  Xk >)  £ 
T,  where the x f  s are value variables or function symbols.
2. Particularization Axioms. These axioms explicitly state  the database assump­
tions th a t govern query evaluation:
22This extends the notations given in [30, 80] for folders and composite attributes in frame tem­
plates in our work.
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(a) For some set A C W  of ground atomic formulas, in which no predicate is 
the equality predicate, A C T 1.
For each ra-ary predicate P  of A  distinct from the equality predicate, 
define a set Cp of n-tuples (n >  m >  0)23 of constants by
Cp =  (c |P (c) € A}
where, c denotes an n-tuple of constants < c i , . . . , c n > . The set Cp is 
called the extension o f P  in T. Suppose Cp =  {< c ^ , . . . ,  4*) > , . . . , <  
44 . . .  ,4s) >} is the set of all the n-tuples of constants in the extension 
of P. Then in addition to  the wffs of A , T contains the following completion 
axiom  for P:
(VaTi) • • • (Va:n)[P (<  x \ , . . .  , x n >) D  E(aq,44 A . . .  A E(xn, 4 1)) V  . . .  V
E(*1,cS')) A . . .  A E(xn, 4 s))]
If Cp = { }, then T”s completion axiom is
(V®i)...(Va?B)- i/>(<  x-i,.. , , x n > )
23n > m if we have composite types.
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Define a folder to be any subset of
(Intuitively, the completion axiom states th a t the only values frame in­
stances th a t the frame tem plate P  can have are
>}.)
(b) If Ci,C2 , . . . ,  cn are all of the constants of A  in the database,
i. T  contains the domain closure axiom
(Vx)[E(x, ci) V E(x, c2) V . . .  E(x, cn))
ii. T  contains the unique name axioms
->E(cx, c2) , . . . ,  -<E(ci, cn) , . . . ,  -.E(cn_i, cn).
3. T  contains each of the following equality axioms'
(a) Reflexivity 
(Vx)E(x,x )
,24
24These axioms are necessary since the particularization axioms involve the equality predicate. 
(They force equality to be interpreted in the standard way.)
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(b) Symmetry 
(Vx)[E(s,y) D E(y,x)]
(c) Transitivity 
(Va?)(Vy)(V*)[E(x,y) A  E(y,z)  D  E(x,*)]
(d) Principle of substitution of equal terms:
(VzJ) ...(V a :n)(Vy1) .. .(V y n) [ P ({ <  Al7x x An, x n > }) A
E(an,yi) A  . . .  A  E(xn,y n) D 
P ({ <  Ai,yx > , . . . , <  An, yn >})]
4. The only wffs of T  are those sanctioned by conditions 1-3 above.
As defined above, T  provides the proof-theoretic perspective of the database.
The database is now viewed as a set of well-formed formulas th a t constitute the first- 
order theory T  and queries are first-order formulas th a t have to  be proven given the 
database as premises.
D efinition 8.7 A V-m odel database is a triple (V ,T ,IC )  where:
1. T> is a  X>_model language.
2. T  is a X>_model theory for T>.
3. IC  is a  set of wffs of P ,  called integrity constraints. For each n-ary predicate P
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distinct from E, IC  must contain a  wff of the form
(Vxi) . . .  (Vxn) [ ( P ( { <  Ai,xx > , . . . <  kn, x n >})  D
Ti (x i )  A  . . .  A  Tn(x„) A  A,(T,), 1 <  i < n] (1)
where the TVs are a ttribu te  types. T i , . . .  ,Tn are the dom ains  of P.
8.3 G eneralizing th e Proof-Theoretic C haracterization to  A ccom m odate
N ull Values
In [21], Codd denotes any occurrence of the value-unknown type of null by the special 
symbol u;. However, the paper does not provide a clear formal semantic of the null 
value U, and, Codd himself indicates tha t his treatm ent of uj “should be regarded 
as preliminary and in need of further research.” One problem here is th a t the same 
symbol u> is used to  denote individuals tha t may have entirely different semantic
notions. For instance, consider the folder shown in Figure 19. Here, u; would be used
to denote values for Sender and P rev S a la ry  for the frame instances fi_l and fi_2 
respectively. In this section we show how the null values of the form “value at present 
unknown” may be defined within the proof-theoretic paradigm for the XLmodel.
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/  Smith \
fi_2
Name Steve J. Smith
DegreeObtained PhD
Institution Rutgers
AreaOfSpecialization Database
PrevPosition Consultant
PrevSalary
PositionSelected Asst. Prof.
Remark interview at 01/15/91
fi.1
Sender
Receiver Jones
Smith
Subject Seminar
MtgDate 10/20/92
Figure 19: A folder containing two frame instances th a t have null values
Consider the frame instance fi_l of the folder shown in Figure 19. Here, this 
frame instance represents the fact:
“Some sender sent a memo to Jones and Smith regarding a seminar on 
10/20/92 but I don’t know who it is.”
This fact may be represented by the first-order wff
(3x)Sender(a:)M em o(a;, {Jones,  S m ith } , sem inar, 10/20/92) (2)
which says th a t there is an individual x  that exists with the desired properties. By 
naming this individual to, we can eliminate the existential quantifier in (8.1), and
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instead assign the  properties to u  directly:
Sender(u>)Memo(u;, {Jones, S m ith ) , sem inar, 10/20/92) (3)
Formula (8.2) is said to be in Skolem normal form  since all existential quantifiers are 
eliminated by replacing variables they quantify w ith arbitrary functions of all uni­
versally quantified variables tha t precede them  in the formula [15, 30, 80]. In logic 
terminology, is called a Skolem constant [64] (i.e., a skolem function of zero argu­
ments).
The frame instance fi_2 represents the fact
“Steve J. Smith, who graduated from Rutgers University with a  PhD de­
gree specializing in the area of Database, and is applying for an Assistant 
Professor position, will be interviewed on 01/15/91; However, his previous 
salary as a  Consultant is unknown.”
Here, we must designate a name for this unknown previous salary which must be 
distinct from the unknown sender of fi_l.25 This fact may be represented by the 
first-order wff
P rev S alary (u /) A pplication(S 'feue J. S m ith , PhD,  Rutgers, Database,
C onsultant,!^', A sst. P r o f ., in terview  at 01/15/91) (4)
25The Sender value of fi.l portrays entirely different semantics from the PrevSalary value of fi.2.
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Hence, each tim e a new null appears into the theory, it m ust be designated a fresh 
name th a t is distinct from all the other names of the theory. We are thus dealing with 
indexed nulls [81] (or marked nulls [5, 51]). This technique enriches the information 
content of null values by associating subscripts w ith their various occurrences in order 
to distinguish between them .26 These ideas are formalized in the  following definition.
D e fin itio n  8 .8 : Let V  =  (A , W ) be a 25_model language, where the constants 
of A  are partitioned into two disjoint sets of constants C  =  {ci ,c2, . . . , cn) and 
ft = {u>i,u>2t  ■ ■ i^r}-  Here, fi may be empty but C  may not be empty. Each u, 
is called a  null value. A  first-order theory T  C W  is a generalized T>-model theory o f  
V  with null values iff it satisfies the properties of the 25_model theory of T> stated in 
definition 3.6, w ith the  following extensions of 2(a) and 2(b):
2. (a') For some set A C W of ground atomic formulas of 25, A C T .
For each m-ary predicate P  of A  distinct from the equality predicate define a 
set K p of n-tuples (n >  m >  0) of constants from C  U  fi by
K p = {k\P{k)  e  A} 
where, k  denotes an n-tuple of constants <  k i , . . . , kn > .
Suppose K p =  {{^1 ^ 5  • • •  ^ ■ • ■» {&iS\  ■ • ■ i ^ } }  is fhe set of all the
n-tuples of constants in the extension of P. Then in addition to the wffs of A,
T  contains the following completion axiom  for P:
26Indexed nulls can be used to indicate that certain values are equal even though they are unknown.
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(Vari). . .  (Va;n)[P ({<  Ax, x x <  An, x n >}) D
E(a:i,fc|1)) A . . .  A E(a:ri, ^ 1)) V . . . V  
E(x1,k[a)) A . . . A E ( x n,kM)]
If K p = { }, then T”s completion axiom is
(Vrci). . .  (V x„)-iP({< Ai, xi  An, x n >})
2.(b;) T  contains the domain closure axiom
(V®)[E(a;, ci) V E(z, c2) V . . .  E(®, c„) V E(s, uji) V E(x, u>2) V . . .  E(x, u>r)].
T  contains the unique name axioms
- >E(cx, c2) , . . . ,  1'E(cx, cn) , . . . ,  ~>E(cn_x, cn)
T  may  contain one or more inequalities of the following forms:
-iE(u>,-, cj) for some 1 <  i < r, 1 <  j  < n.
- i E f o r  some 1 <  i , j < r, i < j .
D e fin itio n  8.9: A generalized V^model database with null values is a triple (V ,T ,IC ) 
where:
1. I)  is a 2?_model language.
2. T  is a X>_model theory for V .
3. IC  is a set of wffs of Z>, called integrity constraints.
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T h e o re m  8.1: Every generalized Tfjmodel theory T  is consistent27 as a first-order 
theory w ith equality. (The proof is a consequence of [80].)
P ro o f: The proof is constructed by adding enough inequalities to T  to  yield a  gen­
eralized XLmodel theory. Add to T  every inequality -iE(c,-,a»j) such th a t neither this 
inequality nor the inequality -iE(wj,c,) is already present in T. Similarly, add to  T  
every inequality for i ^  j  such th a t neither this inequality nor the inequal­
ity  - i E i s  already present in T. The resulting theory is a generalized 2?_model 
theory. □
It may also be observed th a t the generalized 'D-model theory T  is decidable 
since the domain closure axiom restricts the class of its models to those whose domains 
are no larger than the finite set of constants of the  theory. (Objects in the  perceived 
world are seen as a set of constants in a theory and not as a domain in an interpretation 
(in the model-theoretic perspective). Hence, the finiteness property does not bear any 
influence on the decidability of whether a given wff is a theorem.)
27A theory is inconsistent iff there is a wff W such that both W and -iW are theorems of it; 
otherwise, it is consistent [72].
C H A P T E R  9 
C O N C LU D IN G  REM ARK S
In this chapter we summarize what has been discussed in this dissertation and then we 
present an outlook for some on-going research th a t are based on the  work described 
in this dissertation.
9.1 Sum m ary
The intent of this dissertation is to present a  da ta  model and an algebra for an office 
system called TEXPROS for processing office documents. TEXPROS does not follow 
the ODA standards to specify document presentation information. Instead of distin­
guishing between the logical and layout structures of a document, the presentation 
in TEXPROS is simplified by combining both of these structures and incorporat­
ing them  into a frame tem plate. A frame tem plate is instantiated by providing it 
with values to form a frame instance which becomes the synopsis of the document. 
The cost saved in m anipulating frame instances can improve the overall performance 
dramatically.
The da ta  model describes documents using two hierarchies: a  document type 
hierarchy which depicts the structural organization of the documents, and a folder 
organization which represents the user’s real-world document filing system. The docu­
ment type hierarchy exploits structural commonalities between frame templates. The 
frame tem plates in the hierarchy are related by specialization and generalization [90]. 
Such a hierarchy helps classify various documents. The folder organization mimics
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the user’s real-world document filing system and provides the user with an intuitively 
clear view of the filing system. This facilitates document retrieval activities.
We have also presented an algebraic language for retrieving frame instances 
from a folder organization. The algebra developed by Guting et al. [41] also deals with 
documents. Following closely the ODA standard, Guting et al. describe documents in 
term s of schemas, instances and layouts. A schema is represented by ordered labeled 
trees, which describe the logical structure and da ta  values contained in a class of 
documents. In contrast to Guting’s algebra, we combine both logical and layout 
structures of a  document and incorporate them  into the frame tem plate. Moreover, 
we store the synopsis of a  document, rather than the original contents, in the frame 
instance. Since the information contained in a frame instance does not reflect any 
particular (logical or layout) structure, the order of the attribu tes is insignificant.
The algebras for the N F 2 [1, 4, 28, 54, 67, 74, 76, 83] da ta  models handle rela­
tions with relation-valued attributes (similar to the composite and nested a ttributes 
in the frame tem plates). Due to the way we organize a frame instance, many im­
portan t topics concerning the da ta  models such as functional dependencies among 
attribu tes [66, 96] become unim portant here in our work.
The algebra presented in this dissertation enables the user to retrieve docu­
ments in the folder organization. It is used as a sound basis to express the semantics 
of a high level query language for TEXPROS. The question of the expressive power 
of the algebra relative to its operation on the objects of the data model has been
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addressed. It has been shown th a t the algebra is more expressive than  the relational 
algebra.
This dissertation has also focused attention on null values of the form value at 
present unknown for the  P_model. A proof-theoretic characterization of the £>_model 
has been provided and the semantics of null values within the proof-theoretic paradigm 
have been defined. Providing clear and well defined semantics of null values makes it 
less difficult to process queries in their presence.
9.2 Potential Research D irections
This section presents an overview of some potential research topics th a t em anate from 
the work described in this dissertation.
9.2.1 Query O ptim ization
Research is under way to describe and exemplify a way of exploiting the TLalgebra 
to define a high-level as well as user-friendly query language for the 7?_model. Trans­
lating the algebra into the query language introduces the syntax and the semantics 
of the high-level query language by means of the algebra definition provided in this 
dissertation.
Given an expression denoting a query in this high-level query language, in 
general there are various ways of expressing the query and computing the answer. 
Each way of expressing the query suggests a  strategy for finding the answer. It is not
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expected for the user to write queries in a way tha t suggests the most efficient strategy. 
Hence, it becomes the responsibility of the system to transform  the user’s query into 
an equivalent query which can be computed more efficiently. Query optim ization is 
an im portant issue to look into since the difference in execution tim e between a good 
strategy and a bad one may be huge.
Considerable research has been discussed in the area of query optim ization 
for relational databases. A traditional approach has been to  use low-level informa­
tion such as statistical information about various costs to  access individual relations. 
Systems th a t have been implemented, for example, System R [13, 84] and other ex­
perim ental systems [25, 38], have dem onstrated th a t significant gains can be obtained 
by using such low-level information. Considering statistical information about various 
costs to access the folders would be a  good first step in attacking the query evaluation 
in TEXPROS.
9.2.2 Support for a M ulti-U ser Environm ent
Currently, TEXPROS is a  personal customizable tool. A central concern here is 
coordinated access to shared information. Certain considerations need to be made in 
order for TEXPROS to support a multi-user environment. There will be a need of 
providing a set of protocols tha t govern the consistent way of extracting the synopsis of 
information from given documents in such a fashion tha t the system will allow sharing 
retrieval of frame instances. A special user may be delegated to  take central control 
of the system. This user would also regulate the different parts of the information
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tha t the several users can access. This would be achieved by granting different types 
of authorization to the users. Alternatively, the users could use a  message-based 
communication system such as electronic mail or, better yet, a com puter conferencing 
system such as EIES [46, 47, 94] to define consistent ways of extracting synopses from 
documents.
In a  multi-user environment, several programs may be executed concurrently. 
It would be necessary for the system to  control the interaction among the concurrent 
programs in order to prevent them from destroying the consistency of the information 
stored. Concurrency control mechanisms [8] will have to be developed in order to 
achieve this control of interaction among concurrent users.
9.2 .3  A TEX PR O S Federated A rchitecture
A logical extension to the centralized multi-user environment would be a federated ar­
chitecture for TEXPROS. The term  federated database system was posited by Hammer 
and McLeod in 1979 [44]. Since then, a considerable amount of work has been reported 
in the context of federated database management systems (e.g., [26, 45, 61, 87]). In 
the  TEXPROS federated architecture, the participating TEXPROSs would be loosely 
coupled28 and would have a degree of local autonomy. They would be loosely coupled 
in the sense th a t the user would be responsible for creating and m aintaining the fed­
eration without any control enforced by the federated system and its adm inistrators.
28Other terms used for loosely coupled federated database systems are in teroperable  database  
s y s te m s  [59, 61] and m u ltida tabase  s y s te m s  [60, 61].
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9.3 Ongoing Research Topics
A prototype of the dual model has been implemented into the TEXPROS document 
processing system. The hardware platform s include several SUN SPARCstations; the 
implementation software includes C and X-windows. The structured part of a frame 
instance is stored in INGRES tables while the unstructured part is stored in UNIX 
files.
9.3.1 Incorporating H ypertext into TEXPR O S
Hypertext [22, 73,89, 95] has the potential of providing good information management 
support for a wide variety of documentation efforts in office information systems. An 
emphasis of these systems is often on reading or browsing existing documentation.
The da ta  model presented in this dissertation defines useful abstractions of 
modeling office documents. The characteristics of hypertext, such as the links and 
the navigation paradigm, can add more power and functionality to TEXPROS. Re­
search is currently under way to investigate the incorporation of hypertext into the 
TEXPROS document model [100]. The work has started  by developing two logic 
models: one for TEXPROS and one for hypertext. The logic model serves as the 
interm ediary between TEXPROS and hypertext. Bridge laws [10] are being defined 
within the framework of the logic model to map TEXPROS into hypertext. Such laws 
should encompass all the fundamental aspects of hypertext and incorporate them into 
TEXPROS.
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9.3.2 High Level Language Design
Currently, the algebraic language is being m apped to  a high level da ta  retrieval lan­
guage. First, a calculus for the 2?_model is being developed [107]. Equivalence will be 
shown between the calculus and the D_algebra. The calculus will then be m apped to 
a two-dimensional high level language such as the one described by Zloof [108]. We 
hope to use the semantics of the resulting high level language to simplify and enhance 
query transformation and query optimization for the  system.
9.3 .3  D ocum ent Filing and File R eorganization
An agent-based architecture has been employed to  autom ate document filing and to 
cope with file reorganization [101, 102]. Each folder is monitored by an agent; each 
agent is associated with a set of criteria and da ta  structures for holding the frame 
instances. The criteria are used to govern the placement of a frame instance in ap­
propriate folders. The agents are implemented as objects using an object-oriented 
approach. The approach encapsulates the internal representations of folders with the 
operations th a t m anipulate them , thereby enhancing reusability of code and informa­
tion hiding.
9.3.4 Inform ation Retrieval
Finally, an information retrieval architecture has been developed th a t gives TEX­
PROS the capability of processing incomplete, imprecise and vague queries [63]. In­
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complete and imprecise queries arise when the user cannot memorize the precise 
folder, tem plate, or a ttrib u te  names, and does not have time and patience (or even 
is reluctant) to  find out the information by checking the document type hierarchy or 
logical folder organization. (The la tter is particularly true when the type hierarchy 
and folder organization become too large to  browse.) Vague queries arise when the 
user is not able to  represent his request using the query language. (This may happen 
when the user does not have a  clear idea of w hat he really wants.) A generalizer 
mechanism is employed to  provide the user w ith informative messages when queries 
yield null answers. The retrieval environment provides a user-friendly interface which 
simplifies the learning and using the system. In contrast to conventional database 
systems, TEXPROS is capable of interpreting uncertain queries given by the user.
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